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Executive Summary
Overview
Kalvest Properties currently owns approximately 25.2 acres of raw land that was acquired at the peak of
the market (2007) prior to the recession and ensuing financial crisis. This parcel of land is
representative of the many “failed” or “stalled” developments that have been created out of the Financial
Crisis and the National Recession that so heavily devastated the financial and real estate markets
throughout the United States if not the World. The 25.2 acre parcel of land is presently zoned “PMD”
and located in the outlying Northern Virginia suburban community of Gainesville, Prince William
County, VA. At acquisition, the proposed development, more commonly known as Madison Square,
was and is currently in a “stalled” state with Preliminary Site Plan approval having been received by the
County. The Preliminary Site Plan that was incorporated into the current zoning approval contemplated
a two phase development consisting of 170,000 square feet of commercial space including two bank
branch sites with “by right” drive thru access and 25 single family residential lots (see approved site
plan below). The opportunity/need presented to Kalvest is strictly a repositioning of the land
development to take advantage of current market, financing and political conditions in order to
maximize financial returns resulting in the regaining of “sunken” costs (return of initial equity) and the
possibility of realizing a positive return on initial investment while not having to contribute any fresh
equity into the transaction.
As stated previously, the
original and current site plan
filed with the Prince William
County planning department
incorporates 170,000sf of
commercial space including
two financial institution padsites with drive-thru access
and
25
single-family
residential lots.
At the
present time, this site plan
doesn’t appear to represent
the “Highest and Best Use”
of the land nor will it result
in the most reliable scenario
for the goals of the
repositioning plan which
include both a return of
initial capital as well as to
maximize the return on initial investment, if possible. The particular variable and oftentimes hindrance
associated with realizing the maximum potential of most land development opportunities and in this
case, a re-development opportunity are the political forces within the County that govern the ability to
quickly and effectively adjust to changing market conditions. For Madison Square, given the drastic
contraction of the greater economy and implicitly the real estate market, the favorable support from the
Prince William County Board of Supervisors will be the primary driver as to which scenario is the
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appropriate course of action for the repositioning. As with most all re-positioning or workout
opportunities, especially ones that are largely dependent on the favorable support of local County
officials, analyzing a handful of various scenarios that are directly dependent on the decisions of those
officials is strongly recommended.
Current market conditions dictate the potential success or failure of a development opportunity. As seen
in the Madison Square marketplace, the portion of the development that allows for the most opportunity
to regain “sunken” initial equity while not committing new equity into the development deals directly
with the residentially zoned portion and the potential to increase the density allowed which would
require a site plan amendment approval by Prince William County and would be subject to current
proffer rulings associated with the variance. The scenarios analyzed for Madison Square include the
amendment of the existing site plan to replace the 25 single-family lots with an increase in density to
either a townhome product (most likely 16’ wide) or to a 3- to 4-story, walk-up, Class “A” apartment
product. That being said, given the “approved” state of the site plan, an “As-Is” analysis is required as a
“worst” case scenario or baseline analysis for the future development of the property. The final scenario
incorporates a complete change to the site plan and is a result of discussions with County Board officials
and what their particular preferences would entail. This scenario would result in an elimination of the
residential portion while converting it to a commercial use in particular a “Big Box” retailer specifically
mentioned in the conversations was the construction of a Costco. These four scenarios have been
analyzed and all are discussed in detail with complete financial analysis performed on each. The
uncertainty of the County regarding the increase in density of the residential land requires the discussion
of each of the four scenarios as the “As-Is” and townhome product are perceived as “fallback” options
based on the outcome of the County decision with the “Big Box” scenario largely dependent on the
ability to attract the specific tenant to the site at a level that will result in the best outcome for the
development, given the risk levels.
Site Location and Submarket
Madison Square is located along Rt.
29 (Lee Highway) just south of
Interstate 66 and east of Rt. 15 in
the suburban community known as
Gainesville, Prince William County,
Virginia. The market area has been
transitioned from a “sleepy,
bedroom community” within the
Washington DC market to
becoming a true suburb with
significant growth and attraction.
More specifically, Gainesville is
oriented in and around the
intersections of Lee Highway
(Route 29) and Interstate 66. This
interchange is located at the far east
of the subject neighborhood
approximately 3-5 miles east of the subject site and contains the bulk of commercial and retail activity in
the area. The site is also serviced to the north by the I-66/Rte. 15 interchange which is located along
Route 15 about 3 miles north. Excellent visibility is provided to the approximate 50,000 vehicles that
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travel along Route 29 on a daily basis due to its elevation above road level and is easily accessible from
Route 15 (approximately 15,000 vehicles per day) across the adjacent Madison Crescent development.
The subject site sits closer to the far western side of the neighborhood close to the border between Prince
William County and Fauquier County.
The property is located across Route 29 from the prestigious and affluent Lake Manassas Community
consisting of three highly rated golf-course communities and home to the famed Robert Trent Jones
Golf Club (hosted four President’s Cup Golf Matches and was recently named the #6 Private Club in
America). Significant neighboring developments in the subject market area include the massive
Virginia Gateway mixed use development (containing 1.34 million square feet of retail space upon
completion), the adjacent Madison Crescent Mixed Use Development, the Wegman’s anchored Shoppes
at Stonewall (less than a mile on Route 29), and the recently completed Prince William Medical Center
on Heathcote Blvd. just north of the I-66/Rte. 15 interchange.
Prince William County is a Northern Virginia suburb that lies approximately 35 miles southwest of
Washington, DC and bounded on the north by Fairfax and Loudon Counties, to the east by the Potomac
River, to the west by Fauquier County and the south by Stafford County. The County is the third
largest, in terms of population, in the Commonwealth of Virginia behind only Fairfax County and
Virginia Beach and the second fastest growing County behind Loudoun County which realized a growth
rate of approximately 80% since 2000. Prince William County is strategically located directly in the
path of growth of the Northern Virginia market to the south and southwest with the only immediate
competition including Loudon County. The property is located in a very strong demographic market
where the median household income is approximately $109,872.
Site Plan and Zoning
The Madison Square property is currently zoned (“PMD”) and site approved for the residential and
retail/office development density including 25 single-family lots and 170,000sf of commercial
development and is therefore uniquely positioned to implement the development plan with no risk of
zoning or governmental interference and little risk of delays associated to approvals under this “As-Is”
determination. A “PMD” zoning classification is a somewhat peculiar designation as there are no
specific guidelines for the designation other than it is for mixed use developments greater than 25 acres.
There are no minimum or maximum FAR for the designation. The only restriction is that the lot
coverage shall not exceed 80% with 20% maintained for open space and buildings will not exceed 100’
in height. All guidelines are accepted through the site plan approval process and are concluded on
virtually a development by development basis thus providing the County and in particular, the Board of
Supervisors the legal flexibility to negotiate with developers on large developments. Obviously, given
the “stalled” state of the development, a simple continuation or completion of the existing site plan is the
least risky proposition. However, given the status of the real estate markets and the significant “sunken”
costs associated with the existing site plan, analyzing the opportunity to alter the site plan to increase the
density of the residential component is a worthy exercise in an effort to maximize returns under present
conditions and recoup the lost or “sunken” costs already expended on the deal. A site plan alteration
and proffer amendment would require review and approval of the Prince William County Planning and
Zoning Department (“Staff”) and most likely take an estimated 6-9 months for formal approval. This
process would require majority support of the PWC Board of Supervisors which would most likely
coincide with the viewpoint of the local populace as voiced through the public hearing process. If recent
history proves accurate, this process will be highly politicized with the approval decision most likely
dependent upon the views of the local populace in conjunction with the Board of Supervisors. That
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being said, an approval to allow for apartments to be constructed on the site is the most beneficial to the
development as well as the surrounding area allowing the potential realization of profit and a positive
return for Kalvest. The cost for attempting this proffer amendment and site plan change is estimated to
be approximately $100,000 and would delay the development for up to 9 additional months.
Development Plan
The scenarios constituting the increase in density for the residential portion will maintain a similar
development plan with the primary difference being the product type while the “Big Box” retailer
scenario will likely result in a different plan altogether but hopefully result in a condensed timeframe
and reduced risk level given the less complex scenario. The following phasing will constitute the
development plan under the two density increase scenarios as well as the “As-Is” scenario.
Site Development Phase includes the residential lot component, two “by-right” bank branch sites
(8,000sf) and the complete development of the entire site including grading, utilities and road
improvements as required by the County. The significant value-add component of this opportunity will
be realized in this Phase and revolves around the rezoning of the currently approved 25 single-family
residential lots (6.6 acres) to a denser residential product allowed under the PMD (Planned Mixed Use
Development) zoning. The proposed change would entail an expansion of the 6.6 acre parcel to
approximately 7.7 acres allowing for the development of an approximate 220 unit, garden-style, walk-up
apartment complex or a “fallback” development of approximately 90 townhomes. The increased density
land would then be marketed to the development community. Simultaneously, the financial institution
pad-sites would be marketed for potential users. Upon execution of a sales contract of the increased
density residential land component and/or the execution of both ground leases (dependent upon the
particular County approved scenario), a development loan would be obtained to finance the development
of the entire site including rough grading, utility access and road improvements as required by the
County and the particular sales contract and/or ground leases. Upon completion of the development
activity, the proceeds of the residential sale and the placement of a permanent loan encompassing the
two pad-sites will be utilized by paying off the development loan and financing the construction of
Phase I.
Phase I of the development includes the construction of an office/retail building totaling 24,500sf. This
phase will commence upon the completion of the development of the entire property, satisfaction of the
development loan and satisfaction of the 50% pre-lease requirement in order to obtain a construction
loan for the building to be located at the front of the site adjacent to the pad-sites. This building is
planned to contain professional office or medical uses mainly on the second floor with the ground floor
containing supporting retail tenancy. Remaining proceeds from the repayment of the development loan
will be used to finance the construction of the 24,500sf building.
Phase II would occur approximately seven years into the project or 5 years after completion of the
Phase I building and would include the completion of the mixed-used development by the construction
of a 137,500sf building(s). It is estimated that a 50% pre-lease requirement would be necessary to
obtain a construction loan for Phase II which would be located in the back corner of the site adjacent to
the residential land portion that was previously sold. Phase II is likely dependent upon the market
conditions approximately 7 years from the date of analysis which is very difficult to forecast with any
accuracy. Therefore the possibility exists that the remaining land is sold at some future point in time.
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The fourth scenario, large retail user, will likely include an altered development plan in which the site
plan change will result in the elimination of the 25 single-family residential lots assimilating those 6.6
acres with the back corner of the property creating approximately 13 acres of developable land for the
construction of a 120,000+sf large retail user along the lines of Costco and leaving the front 5-6 acres of
land available for development including the two originally planned financial institution pad-sites and
possibly the 24,500sf, two-story building. The following phasing is anticipated for the completion of the
development under this scenario.
Site Development Phase includes the complete development of the entire site including grading,
utilities and road improvements. The significant value-add component of this opportunity will be
realized in this Phase and revolves around the alteration of the site plan to allow for 13+ acres of
developable land for the location of a 120,000+ sf retail tenant while maintaining the remaining 5+ acres
for the development of two financial institution pad-sites and potentially a 24,500sf, two-story building.
Upon execution of the lease agreement with the large retail tenant and approval by the County, a
development loan would be obtained to finance the development of the entire site including rough
grading, utility access and road improvements as required by the County and the lease agreement.
During development, the financial institution pad-sites would be marketed for potential users. Upon the
selection of the users and the execution of the two pad-site leases, a sale or permanent financing could
be placed on one or both of the pad-sites in which the proceeds will be used to pay down or payoff the
development loan with the remaining proceeds (if any) used to finance the construction loan of the
24,500sf, two-story office building. Upon completion of the development activity, the rental income
from the lease agreement will be utilized to obtain a construction-permanent loan utilized to construct
the 120,000sf retail building and payoff the remaining balance of the development loan.
Phase I of the development includes the construction of an office/retail building totaling 24,500sf. This
phase will commence upon the completion of the development of the entire property, construction of the
120,000sf retail building, marketing of the pad-sites, extinguishing of the development loan and
satisfaction of the 50% pre-lease requirement necessary to obtain a construction loan. This building is
planned to contain professional office or medical uses mainly on the second floor with the ground floor
containing supporting retail tenancy.
Equity and Return
The total equity investment in the subject property is approximately $9,200,000 with potentially another
$200,000-$250,000 in carry costs required prior to the start of development. As stated previously, the
land was acquired by Kalvest in 2007 in an all cash transaction. A large portion of this initial equity has
been written down as the market collapsing has reduced the value of the land from the high point
mentioned above to approximately $4,000,000. The $9,200,000 includes $1,750,000 in soft costs that
were “sunken” into the development plan prior to the market collapse and the subsequent stalling of the
development. The bulk of these funds will not be wasted ($1.5 million) as the work performed by the
civil engineer and architect among others will be utilized with only minimal updating expense. Most repositioning and/or restructuring plans that involve assets in a distressed state require multiple levels of
analysis in order to conclude the most efficient course of action to complete the development while
maximizing any potential returns and minimizing the “going forward” risk. The various analyses
include running the financial model showing the entire equity contributed ($9.2 million) since
acquisition in 2007 as well as running the model utilizing the present day valuation of the land ($4
million) and any applicable “soft” costs ($1.5 million). This will provide us the ability to view the
scenarios both as a current day investment opportunity as well as evaluate which scenario will provide
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the best ability to regain “sunken” costs with minimal risk. The primary goal of these repositioning
plans is to optimize the returns of the development without Kalvest committing any or limited amounts
of additional equity to the transaction. Summations of the Returns for each scenario are quickly
discussed.
Scenario 1 (Apartments): A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the current
development with a current value of approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft costs”.
The contributed equity, represented by the land and “soft” costs, is forecasted to be the only outside
equity required for the development as any future requirements will be self-funded by cash outflows or
capital events of the project to that point.
As will be described in the Financial Information section in greater detail, the investment under present
valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million), upon completion of all phases at the end of Year 11, yields an
overall IRR of 25.13% with total revenue after debt of approximately $27,771,834 and total revenue less
initial equity contributed ($5.5 million) of $22,271,834 to Kalvest. However, the investment, assuming
the improved land remaining for Phase II is sold rather than fully developed would result in an IRR of
23.27% with total revenue after debt of approximately $16,540,658 and total revenue less initial equity
contributed ($5.5 million) of $11,040,658 to Kalvest.
The investment under original equity contribution ($9.2 million), upon completion of all phases at the
end of Year 11, yields an overall IRR of 8.83% with total revenue after debt of approximately
$27,771,834 and total revenue less initial equity contributed ($9.2 million) of $18,571,834 to Kalvest.
However, the investment, assuming the improved land remaining for Phase II is sold rather than fully
developed would result in an IRR of 5.47% with total revenue after debt of approximately $16,540,658
and total revenue less initial equity contributed ($9.2 million) of $7,340,658 to Kalvest.
Scenario 2 (16’ Townhomes): A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the current
development with a current value of approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft costs”.
The contributed equity, represented by the land and “soft” costs, is forecasted to be the only outside
equity required for the development as any future requirements will be self-funded by cash outflows or
capital events of the project to that point.
As will be described in the Financial Information section in greater detail, the investment under present
valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million), upon completion of all phases at the end of Year 11, yields an
overall IRR of 20.01% with total revenue after debt of approximately $15,302,766 and total revenue less
initial equity contributed ($5.5 million) of $9,802,766 to Kalvest. However, the investment, assuming
the improved land remaining for Phase II is sold rather than fully developed would result in an IRR of
16.27% with total revenue after debt of approximately $11,855,837 and total revenue less initial equity
contributed of $6,355,837 to Kalvest.
The investment under original equity contribution ($9.2 million), upon completion of all phases at the
end of Year 11, yields an overall IRR of 7.65% with total revenue after debt of approximately
$25,492,234 and total revenue less initial equity contributed ($9.2 million) of $16,292,334 to Kalvest.
However, the investment, assuming the improved land remaining for Phase II is sold rather than fully
developed would result in an IRR of 3.78% with total revenue after debt of approximately $14,261,158
and total revenue less initial equity contributed of $5,061,158 to Kalvest.
Scenario 3 (As-Is Development – 25 Single-family lots): A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is
sunken into the current development with a current value of approximately $5,500,000 including credit
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for some “soft costs”. The contributed equity, represented by the land and “soft” costs, is forecasted to
be the only outside equity required for the development as any future requirements will be self-funded
by cash outflows or capital events of the project to that point.
As will be described in the Financial Information section in greater detail, the investment under present
valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million), upon completion of all phases at the end of Year 11, yields an
overall IRR of 19.49% with total revenue after debt of approximately $26,047,360 and total revenue less
initial equity contributed ($5.5 million) of $20,547,360 to Kalvest. However, the investment, assuming
the improved land remaining for Phase II is sold rather than fully developed would result in an IRR of
14.88% with total revenue after debt of approximately $13,722,431 and total revenue less initial equity
contributed of $8,222,431 to Kalvest.
The investment under original equity contribution ($9.2 million), upon completion of all phases at the
end of Year 11, yields an overall IRR of 7.70% with total revenue after debt of approximately
$26,047,360 and total revenue less initial equity contributed of $16,847,360 to Kalvest. However, the
investment, assuming the improved land remaining for Phase II is sold rather than fully developed
would result in an IRR of 3.39% with total revenue after debt of approximately $13,722,431 and total
revenue less initial equity contributed of $4,522,431 to Kalvest.
Scenario 4 (Large Retail Build-to-Suit): A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the
current development with a current value of approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft
costs”. The contributed equity, represented by the land and “soft” costs, is forecasted to be the only
outside equity required for the development as any future requirements will be self-funded by cash
outflows or capital events of the project to that point.
As will be described in the Financial Information section in greater detail, the investment under present
valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million), upon completion of all phases at the end of Year 11, yields an
overall IRR of 11.54% with total revenue after debt of approximately $17,012,152 and total revenue less
initial equity contributed of $11,512,152 to Kalvest.
The investment under original equity contribution ($9.2 million), upon completion of all phases at the
end of Year 11, yields an overall IRR of 4.16% with total revenue after debt of approximately
$17,012,152 and total revenue less initial equity contributed of $7,812,152 to Kalvest.
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RE-POSITIONING OVERVIEW
SALIENT DEVELOPMENT FEATURES
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Approved lighted intersection at main entrance (Route 29)
Excellent Visibility on Rt. 29 (50k vehicles per day)
Two “by-right” drive-thru bank pad-sites
25 approved single-family lots on 6.6 acres
Very strong local demographics ($109,000 Median family Income)
Complimentary Developments nearby (e.g. Shoppes at Stonewall, Madison Crescent)
In place zoning with reduced proffers

OPPORTUNITIES FOR VALUE ENHANCEMENT AND RECOUP OF INITIAL CAPITAL
�
�
�

Amend Residential portion of the Site Plan to a more dense residential use (Apartments)
Phasing of construction to take advantage of market conditions
Near term sale of residential land to residential multifamily developer results in significant pay down of
Development loan within a year

PROPERTY OVERVIEW
Address:

15610 Lee Highway,
Gainesville, Virginia

Property Description:

The subject property consists of 25.2 acres of PMD (Planned Use District)
zoned land located on Route 29 in the Lake Manassas area of Gainesville,
Prince William County, Virginia. The location is more specifically
located just northeast of the intersection with Route 29 and Route 15
adjacent to the 43-acre Madison Crescent Mixed Use development.
Further, the property is located across Route 29 from the prestigious and
affluent Lake Manassas Community consisting of three highly rated golfcourse communities is home to the famed Robert Trent Jones Golf Club
(hosted four President’s Cup Golf Matches and was recently named the #6
Private Club in America). Significant neighboring developments in the
subject market area include the massive Virginia Gateway mixed use
development (containing 1.34 million square feet of retail space upon
completion), the adjacent Madison Crescent Mixed Use Development, the
Wegman’s anchored Shoppes at Stonewall (less than a mile on Route 29),
and the recently completed Prince William Medical Center on Heathcote
Blvd. just north of the I-66/Rte. 15 interchange.
Presently, the subject parcel is in a “stalled” status and it is believed that
the land parcels could be acquired from the existing developer. The
parcels currently maintain a Preliminary Site Plan that was incorporated in
the zoning approval and contemplated a two phase development totaling
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approximately 170,000 square feet of commercial space including two
“by-right” pad-sites with drive-thru access and 25 single-family residential
lots.
Location:

Madison Square is located along Rt. 29 (Lee Highway) just south of
Interstate 66 and east of Rt. 15 in the community known as Gainesville,
Virginia. More specifically, Gainesville is oriented in and around the
intersections of Lee Highway (Route 29) and Interstate 66. This
interchange is located at the far east of the subject neighborhood
approximately 3-5 miles east of the subject site and contains the bulk of
commercial and retail activity in the area. The site is also serviced to the
north by the I-66/Rte. 15 interchange which is located along Route 15
about 3 miles. The area is easily accessible for both interchanges which
results in approximately 50,000 vehicles a day passing by the subject
property on Route 29 and another 12,000-15,000 per day along Route 15.
The subject site sits closer to the far western side of the neighborhood
close to the border of Prince William County and Fauquier County.

Zoning:

“PMD” – Planned Mixed Use District. The designation requires a mix of
residential and non-residential uses and land area consisting of a minimum
of 25 acres. No FAR restrictions but density is subject to approval of
County Land Use and Zoning department as well as the Board of
Supervisors. Non-residential building heights are limited to 100 feet with
a maximum lot coverage of 80%.
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Development Information
Overview
The goals of the repositioning are to maximize the returns and recoup as many of the “sunken” costs as
possibly given the improving market conditions. Further, Kalvest has virtually zero appetite for further
“at-risk” investment in the development in order to advance the development. Given these constraints,
the development will require several initial value enhancement opportunities and highly likely future
capital events to induce a financial institution to provide development financing for the subject property.
At this point in time and given the forecasted market valuations for the various proposed uses, it is
estimated that under the approved “As-Is” site plan that an executed contract of sale for the residential
land parcel in addition to a minimum of one but likely two executed pad-site ground leases will be
required as collateral for the development financing. In the event that Kalvest is able to increase the
density of the residential parcel to an apartment or townhome use, the executed land sale contract for
that particular use as well as only one pad-site ground lease would be required with the potential for the
contract (in the case of apartments) as being the only collateral required by the financing institution in
order to finance the development of the property. Despite the ability to obtain an increase in density for
the residential parcel, the overall development plan would remain the same with construction of the
Phase I building occurring upon completion of the development and closing of the residential land sale
and the delivery of the two pad-sites to the respective tenants. Phase II would occur when the overall
market performance dictates and allows for the absorption of approximately 137,500sf of office/retail
space. For modeling purposes, this phase is forecasted to occur in February 2020. Additional scenarios
will include an analysis with the assumption that this land is never developed by Kalvest and is sold as
improved land at some point upon completion of Phase I, most likely in January 2017, as well as the
scenario in which the site plan is completely amended to accommodate the construction of a large retail
use. Obviously, there is always the possibility that Phase II or a portion of it is developed earlier than
modeled due to the existence of a potential build-to-suit tenant. The three phases of development along
with trigger events that designate the start of each particular phase are discussed below.
Development Phase includes the potential increase in density (if possible) and subsequent sale of the
residential lot component, two financial institution pad-sites and the development of the entire land
parcel. The activity of the Development Phase will initially include the formal application process to
alter the site plan as presently approved to increase the density allowed on the residential lot component.
The process of obtaining the proper approvals allowing the increase in density is believed to be pertinent
for the development to obtain maximum returns while allowing for the full recoupment of “sunken”
costs and perhaps realize the financial projections concluded at land acquisition. As such, it is
anticipated that a detailed visual presentation should be produced and a series of meetings scheduled
with the intent to educate the local Lake Manassas populace on the benefits and attempt to alleviate or
address any concerns that they may have with regards to the increase in density of the residential parcel.
Per discussions with members of the Board of Supervisors for Prince William County, a negative stigma
exists within the local populace of the Lake Manassas community regarding growth and apartment life
in general. These same members have stated that the support of the local community is required before
they are willing to back any increase in density to the residential component of the Madison Square site
plan. Development of the materials to be utilized in the presentations to the local populace as well as the
Board of Supervisors should commence immediately in addition to implementing a program used to
solicit support for the adjustment of the site plan. This plan is forecasted to take approximately 1 month
to create and implement.
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Upon completion of this public support program and pending the preliminary support from the Board of
Supervisors, a formal application would be completed and submitted along with the requisite drawings
from the civil engineer and architect to the Prince William County Zoning department for approval. Per
Zoning Department Officials, a formal decision will most likely take between 6 and 9 months. Upon
receipt of the Zoning Department decision, the allowed residential use will be marketed for sale to
prospective residential developers with an executed contract required prior to moving forward with
obtaining development financing. Simultaneously, the two pad-sites will be marketed to financial
institutions as well as other pad-site users with the plan to execute long-term ground leases for each in a
similar timeframe as to the marketing and sale of the residential parcel. In order to proceed with the
development of the entire land parcel, the sale of the residential land along with the execution of both
ground leases will be required simultaneously unless the apartment scenario is approved by the County.
In that case, the ground leases would not be a requirement to obtain a development loan but would be
based on the maximization of value for each lease.
Depending on the scenario and corresponding value created by executing the residential sales contract
along with the ground leases, a development loan in an amount equal to 75% of the value of the three
events discussed previously would be possible on an interest-only basis at market interest rates
(estimated to be 4.75%) for the duration of the development period, estimated at approximately 12
months. The development budget for the commercial and residential land has been budgeted to be
approximately $5,174,817 and includes all development costs, approved County proffers including Rt.
29 road improvements and traffic signal, performance bond, loan interest reserve and leasing
commissions related to the two ground leases for the pad-sites. Upon completion of the Development
Phase including settlement on the residential land parcel and delivery of the improved land to the ground
lessee(s), a permanent loan will be sought for the pad-sites with the proceeds from the loan as well as the
land sale being utilized to pay off the balance of the Development financing. The ground lease
permanent loan will be sized based on the lesser of a loan to value of 75% or a Debt Service Coverage
of 125%. This loan will be for a term of at least 5 years based on a 20 year amortization period at
market interest rates at the time of loan origination, assumed to be 6% for modeling purposes. At this
point in time, the development process will transition to Phase I.
Phase I: Phase I of the development includes the construction of an office/retail building totaling
24,500sf. This phase will commence upon the completion of the development of the entire property,
satisfaction of the development loan as well as the expected 50% pre-lease requirement in order to
obtain a construction loan for the building. This building is planned to contain professional office or
medical uses mainly on the second floor with the ground floor containing supporting retail tenancy. The
Phase I construction-perm loan will be sized based on the lesser of a loan to value of 70% or a Debt
Service Coverage of 130%. This loan will be for a term of 5 years based on a 20 year amortization
period with interest only payments required during the construction period (estimated to be
approximately 9 months). The interest rate will be at market at the time of loan origination, assumed to
be 4.75% for modeling purposes. Any remaining proceeds from the repayment of the development loan
will be used (if required) to finance the construction of the 24,500sf building. Upon completion of Phase
I construction, the loan will convert to a permanent loan with amortization beginning for the 5year term.
Phase II: Phase II of the development would occur approximately seven years into the project or 5 years
after completion of the Phase I building and would include the completion of the mixed-used
development by the construction of a 137,500sf building(s). It is estimated that a 50% pre-lease
requirement would be necessary to obtain a construction loan for Phase II which would be located in the
back corner of the site adjacent to the residential land portion that was previously sold. The Phase II
©2012 Jason Kallivokas
All Rights Reserved
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construction-perm loan will be sized based on the lesser of a loan to value of 70% or a Debt Service
Coverage of 130%. This loan will be for a term of 5 years based on a 20 year amortization period with
interest only payments required during the construction period (estimated to be approximately 15
months). The interest rate will be at market at the time of loan origination, assumed to be 6% for
modeling purposes. Upon completion of Phase II construction, the loan will convert to a permanent loan
with amortization beginning for the 5 year term.
Phase II Alternative: Phase II is likely dependent upon the market conditions approximately 7 years
from the date of analysis which is very difficult to forecast with any accuracy. Therefore the possibility
exists that the remaining land is sold at some future point in time prior to development. The alternative
land sale would be for improved land in an amount approximately equal to 6 acres or 261,360 square
feet. Due to the land being in an improved state, the sale would be based off of the approved density
allowed which is equal to 137,500sf of commercial space.
Alternative Scenario
The fourth scenario, Large Retail Use, will likely include an altered development plan in which the site
plan change will result in the elimination of the 25 single-family residential lots assimilating those 6.6
acres with the back corner of the property creating approximately 13 acres of developable land for the
construction of a 120,000+sf large retail user along the lines of Costco and leaving the front 5-6 acres of
land available for development including the two originally planned financial institution pad-sites and
possibly the 24,500sf, two-story building. The following phasing is anticipated for the completion of the
development under this scenario.
Development Phase: The development phase includes the complete development of the entire site
including grading, utilities and road improvements. The significant value-add component of this
opportunity will be realized in this Phase and revolves around the alteration of the site plan to allow for
13+ acres of developable land for the location of a 120,000+ sf retail tenant while maintaining the
remaining 5+ acres for the development of two financial institution pad-sites and potentially a 24,500sf,
two-story building. Per discussions with the Board of Supervisors for Prince William County, unlike the
increase in density of the residential parcel, the Board would view favorably upon the alteration of the
site plan eliminating the residential parcel and converting it to a commercial use if it were to result in a
Costco or similar use constructed in that location with or without the full support of the local populace.
Upon execution of a lease with Costco or another like retail use, formal application would be completed
and submitted along with the requisite drawings from the civil engineer and architect to the Prince
William County Zoning department for approval. Per Zoning Department Officials, a formal decision
will most likely take approximately 6-9 months. However, there is significant potential that this process
could be expedited and received in 6 months, given the significant support of the County Board of
Supervisors. Upon receipt of the Zoning Department decision, a development loan would be obtained to
finance the development of the entire site including rough grading, utility access and road improvements
as required by the County and the lease agreement.
A development loan in an amount equal to 75% of the value of the executed lease discussed previously
would be possible on an interest-only basis at market interest rates (estimated to be 4.75%) for the
duration of the development period, estimated at approximately 12 months. The development budget for
the commercial and residential land has been budgeted to be approximately $5,174,817 and includes all
development costs, approved County proffers including Rt. 29 road improvements and traffic signal,
performance bond, loan interest reserve and leasing commissions related to the large retail user lease.
Upon completion of the Development Phase and the beginning of the lease term for the Costco or
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similar use, a permanent loan will be sought with the proceeds from the loan being utilized to pay off the
balance of the Development financing resulting in a fully improved parcel. The large retail user lease
permanent loan will be sized based on the lesser of a loan to value of 75% or a Debt Service Coverage
of 125%. This loan will be for a term of at least 5 years based on a 20 year amortization period at
market interest rates at the time of loan origination, assumed to be 4.75% for modeling purposes. At this
point in time, the development process will transition to Phase I.
Phase I: Phase I of the development includes the construction of an office/retail building totaling
24,500sf as well as the marketing and execution of two ground leases for financial institution pad-sites.
Upon the execution of the two pad-site leases, a sale or permanent financing could be placed on one or
both of the pad-sites which proceeds will be used to pay-off the development loan (if necessary) with the
remaining proceeds used to finance the construction loan of the 24,500sf, two-story office building. The
ground lease permanent loan will be sized based on the lesser of a loan to value of 75% or a Debt
Service Coverage of 125%. This loan will be for a term of at least 5 years based on a 20 year
amortization period at market interest rates at the time of loan origination, assumed to be 6% for
modeling purposes.
This phase will commence upon the completion of the development of the entire property, closing of the
permanent loan on the large retail building lease, payoff or pay-down of the development loan,
marketing of the pad-sites and satisfaction of the 50% pre-lease requirement necessary to obtain a
construction loan for the building to be located at the front of the site adjacent to the pad-sites. This
building is planned to contain professional office or medical uses mainly on the second floor with the
ground floor containing supporting retail tenancy. The Phase I construction-perm loan will be sized
based on the lesser of a loan to value of 70% or a Debt Service Coverage of 130%. This loan will be for
a term of 5 years based on a 20 year amortization period with interest only payments required during the
construction period (estimated to be approximately 9 months). The interest rate will be at market at the
time of loan origination, assumed to be 4.75% for modeling purposes. Any remaining proceeds from the
repayment of the development loan will be used (if required) to finance the construction of the 24,500sf
building. Upon completion of Phase I construction, the loan will convert to a permanent loan with
amortization beginning for the 5year term.
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Development Schedule
Development Phase – consists of potentially altering the approved site plan, increasing density for the
residential parcel, contracting to sell residential parcel, executing two ground leases (financial
institutions), originating development loan and development of the entire site including rough grading,
utilities and road improvements.
Date
5/1/2012
6/1/2012
7/1/2012
9/1/2012
12/1/2012
2/1/2013
2/1/2013
3/1/2013
3/1/2013
3/15/2013
4/1/2013
7/1/2013
11/1/2013
3/1/2014
4/1/2014
4/1/2014
4/1/2014
5/1/2014
5/1/2014

Activity*
Implement plan to lobby local Lake Manassas populace and PWC Board of Supervisors for support of plan to increase density of residential parcel
Engage Civil Engineer, Architect and Land Use Counsel to complete submission requirements for the site plan and zoning amendment
Submit Site Plan/Zoning Amendment request to Prince William County Zoning Department
Submit Infrastructure Site Plan and Land Disturbance Request to PWC
Contract to sell Residential Land Parcel pending Zoning/Site Plan Amendment approval
Execute ground lease for financial institution padsite #1
Execute ground lease for financial institution padsite #2
Receive PWC Decision regarding Zoning/Site Plan Amendment for Residential parcel
Receive PWC approval of Infrastructure Site Plan and Land Disturbance Request
Settlement of Development loan utilizing executed sales contract and ground leases as collateral
Commence Site Development (Post Performance Bond, Attend to PWC proffer arrangement, Rough Grading, Utility Installation, Road Improvements)
Begin marketing of 24,500sf multitenant building
Submit Construction Drawings to obtain Building Permits for 24,500sf building
Realize 50% prelease goal for 24,500sf multitenant building
Complete Site Development
Close on sale of residential land parcel
Delivery of rough graded, improved padsites to ground lessees, rent commencement begins
Settlement of permanent financing for both padsites
Payoff balance of Development financing

*In the event that an increase in density in the residential parcel is not pursued due to poor
feedback from the local populace or the Board of Supervisors, the timeline for the Development
Phase will be expedited by approximately 9mos depending on when the decision to forego the site
plan amendment process occurs.
Phase I - consists of paying off the Development financing, settlement of construction-permanent
financing for 24,500sf building, obtaining a 50% pre-lease requirement and constructing the building.
Date
5/1/2014
5/1/2014
5/15/2014
2/15/2015
2/15/2015
10/15/2015

Activity*
Receive Building Permits from PWC for 24,500sf building
Settlement of ConstructionPermanent Financing for 24,500sf multitenant building
Commence Construction of 24,500sf multitenant building
Complete Construction of 24,500sf multitenant building
Construction loan converts to Permanent loan (Amortization begins)
Stabilization realized for 24,500sf multitenant building

*In the event that an increase in density in the residential parcel is not pursued due to poor
feedback from the local populace or the Board of Supervisors, the timeline for the Phase I will be
expedited by approximately 9mos depending on when the decision to forego the site plan
amendment process occurs.
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Phase II - consists of settlement of the construction-permanent financing for the 137,500sf commercial
development, obtaining a 50% pre-lease requirement and constructing the development.
Date
9/1/2017
4/1/2018
9/1/2018
11/1/2018
11/1/2018
11/15/2018
2/15/2020
2/15/2020
6/15/2021

Activity (If Developed)
Begin Marketing of the 137,500sf commercial development
Submit Construction Drawings to obtain Building Permits for 137,500sf commercial development
Realize 50% prelease goal for 137,500sf commercial development
Receive Building Permits from PWC for 137,500sf building
Settlement of ConstructionPermanent Financing for 137,500sf commercial development
Commence Construction of 137,500sf commercial development
Complete Construction of 137,500sf commercial development
Construction loan converts to Permanent loan (Amortization begins)
Stabilization realized for 137,500sf commercial development

Phase II Alternative – consists of marketing the remaining improved 6 acres of land for sale and the
close of the sale transaction.
Date
1/15/2016
1/15/2017

Activity (If Remaining Improved Land is Sold)
Begin Marketing the remaining 6 acres of improved, site plan approved (137,500sf) land for sale
Settlement of Remaining Land Sale

Development Phase (Large Retail User Scenario) – consists of eliminating the residential land parcel,
assimilating the back two-thirds of the site creating approx. 13acres for development of a large retail
building, originating development loan, development of the entire site including rough grading, utilities
and road improvements, obtaining a construction loan for the large retail building and completing
construction of the 120,000sf building.
Date
5/1/2012
7/1/2012
7/1/2012
8/1/2012
11/1/2012
2/1/2013
4/1/2013
5/1/2013
5/1/2013
10/1/2013
11/1/2013
4/1/2014
6/1/2014
5/1/2014
5/1/2014
5/1/2014
2/1/2015
2/1/2015

Activity
Market development to large retail users…in particular Costco for the development of a 120,000sf store.
Execute lease pending site plan approval with large retail tenant.
Engage Civil Engineer, Architect and Land Use Counsel to complete submission requirements for the site plan and zoning amendment
Submit Site Plan/Zoning Amendment request to Prince William County Zoning Department
Submit Infrastructure Site Plan and Land Disturbance Request to PWC
Receive expedited PWC Decision regarding Zoning/Site Plan Amendment for Residential parcel
Receive PWC approval of Infrastructure Site Plan and Land Disturbance Request
Settlement of Development loan utilizing executed sales contract and ground leases as collateral
Commence Site Development (Post Performance Bond, Attend to PWC proffer arrangement, Rough Grading, Utility Installation, Road Improvements)
Begin marketing of 24,500sf multitenant building as well as the two financial institution padsites
Submit Construction Drawings to obtain Building Permits for large retail building (120,000sf)
Realize 50% prelease goal for 24,500sf multitenant building
Submit Construction Drawings to obtain Building Permits for 24,500sf building
Complete Site Development
Commence Construction of large retail building (120,000sf)
Delivery of rough graded, improved padsites to ground lessees, rent commencement begins
Complete Construction of large retail building (120,000sf), Rent Commencement begins
Payoff/Paydown balance of Development financing
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Phase I (Large Retail User Scenario) - consists of paying off the Development financing, settlement
of construction-permanent financing for 24,500sf building, executing two financial institution ground
leases, delivering the rough graded pads, settlement of the ground lease permanent financing, obtaining
a 50% pre-lease requirement and constructing the building.
Date
12/1/2014
1/1/2015
1/1/2015
1/1/2015
1/15/2015
1/15/2015
2/15/2015
10/15/2015
10/15/2015
4/15/2016

Activity
Receive Building Permits from PWC for 24,500sf building
Execute ground lease for financial institution padsite #1
Execute ground lease for financial institution padsite #2
Settlement of ConstructionPermanent Financing for 24,500sf multitenant building
Delivery of rough graded, improved padsites to ground lessees, rent commencement begins
Commence Construction of 24,500sf multitenant building
Settlement of permanent financing for both padsites
Complete Construction of 24,500sf multitenant building
Construction loan converts to Permanent loan (Amortization begins)
Stabilization realized for 24,500sf multitenant building
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Development Budget
Madison Square
Development Budget
ITEM
Acquisition Costs
25 acres of Raw Land
Total Acquisition Cost
Hard Costs
Infrastructure Site Costs
Residential Infrastructure Site Costs
Hard Cost - Bldg #2
Hard Cost - Bldg #3
Hard Cost - Bldg #4
Hard Cost - Bldg #5
Contingency Fee
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
A&E
Civil
Developer's Fee
Permits, Testing & Inspections
Legal
Residential Proffers
Commercial Proffer
Wetlands Credits
Traffic Signal
RE Tax Carry
Performance Bond - Site
Siltation & Erosion Control Escrow
Construction Interest Reserve
Landscaping Escrow
Contingency
Total Soft Costs
Leasing Costs
Tenant Improvements
Leasing Commissions
Ground Lease #1 - Leasing Commissions
Ground Lease #2 - Leasing Commissions
Total Leasing Costs
Total Development Costs (Hard+Soft)
Total Project Cost
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Development Phase

Phase I

Phase II

TOTAL $
$9,200,000
$9,200,000

$3,970,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$3,970,000.00

$0
$0
$2,150,000
$0
$0
$0
$107,500
$2,257,500

$0
$0
$0
$4,019,000
$5,544,000
$5,544,000
$755,350
$15,862,350

$3,970,000
$0
$2,150,000
$4,019,000
$5,544,000
$5,544,000
$862,850
$22,089,850

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$50,000.00
$125,000.00
$0.00
$75,000.00
$165,743.00
$34,000.00
$0.00
$75,000.00
$236,166.00
133,144
$113,705.00
$0.00
$1,007,757.73

$25,000
$75,000
$350,000
$25,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
78,478
$0
$0
$568,478

$0
$0
$350,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
943,181
$0
$0
$1,293,181

$25,000
$75,000
$700,000
$75,000
$140,000
$0
$75,000
$165,743
$34,000
$0
$75,000
$236,166
$1,154,803
$113,705
$0
$2,869,417

$980,000
$159,250

$5,500,000
$924,000

$98,530
$98,530
$197,060
$4,977,758

$1,139,250
$2,825,978

$6,424,000
$17,155,531

$6,480,000
$1,083,250
$98,530
$98,530
$7,760,310
$24,959,267

$5,174,817

$3,965,228

$23,579,531

$32,719,577
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Development Team
The below development has been selected for the experience, capability and expertise in performing
quality services in the Prince William County market.
Architect
Powers Brown Architecture is a Houston-based professional services
firm practicing award-winning architectural, interior and urban design
regionally, nationally and internationally. The firm draws on a depth of
experience embodied in its founding principals and employees who have
collectively encountered and successfully solved a variety of client and project
types including Commercial / Developer Investment Grade and Private Owner
Office and Industrial, Public / Governmental Facilities, University and K-12
Educational, and Healthcare.

Civil Engineer
Rinker Design Associates, P.C. (RDA), formerly known as RinkerDetwiler and Associates, P.C., was founded in 1982 by Jack E.
Rinker, P.E. and Douglas M. Detwiler, L.S. RDA’s initial goal was
to become prominent in the design and surveying field of residential
land development throughout the Northern Virginia Community.
The company now provides services in Transportation Planning and Design, Traffic Engineering,
Environmental Consulting Services, Surveying, Land Planning, Land Development Design and Forensic
Engineering. RDA is extremely delighted and proud of the fact that it has been influential in changing
the landscape of Northern Virginia for the past 25 years and will continue to be well into the future.

Legal Counsel
WALSH COLUCCI LUBELEY EMRICH & WALSH is a
diverse, mid-size civil practice, with wide-ranging emphasis in the
practice areas of commercial real estate development law, business law
and civil litigation. We provide clients with thoughtful, sophisticated
counsel, supported by a critical mass of resources and talent.
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General Contractor

Landsdowne Construction is a newly formed
general contracting firm that specializes in
Base Building Construction as well as interior
buildouts. The principals of Landsowne
formerly owned and operated The Dietze
Construction Group prior to it being acquired by Suffolk Construction Company.

Marketing & Leasing Consultants
Weber Rector is one of the most established commercial
real estate brokerage firms serving the Northern Virginia
market (Prince William County, Manassas City, Manassas
Park, Fauquier, Culpeper & Stafford – as well as the
surround area). We offer a complete range of services to
our clients, with whom we strive to maintain a long-term
relationship.
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Market Overview
Location Overview:

Madison Square is located in Gainesville, Virginia along the Route 29/I-66 Corridor submarket.
Gainesville lies 45 miles west of Washington, DC and 20 miles from Washington Dulles International
Airport to the north and Quantico Marine Corps Base to the south. Interstate 66, the primary easy-west
thoroughfare that connects Northern Virginia to Washington, DC is less than one mile from the site.
Complementing the interstate, Route 29 is a primary thoroughfare through the county and carries more
than 50,000 vehicles daily.
Demand for development at
Madison Square is driven
primarily by residential
expansion. Throughout the
previous decade, Prince
William County provided
an affordable location for
young families while
remaining connected to the
Washington DC/Northern
Virginia economy.
Gainesville is home to
11,481 residents with a
2010 median household
income of $109,872. Since
2000, the population of
Gainesville has grown by
15.3 per year while
Virginia as a whole has
only grown by 1.2% per
year. Due to this rapid
growth, much of the
commercial real estate in the submarket is found in retail centers that serve the community’s new
households, such as the Virginia Gateway Shopping Center, Somerset Crossing, Shoppes at Stonewall
and Madison Crescent.
Nearby, the county’s largest city Manassas has attracted major high-tech firms such as Lockheed Martin,
Micron Technology and BAE Systems and is the home to the largest concentration of retail shopping in
the county. These companies draw their employment from the surrounding communities, particularly
those along the Route 29/I-66 Corridor. Prince William County also attracts hundreds of thousands of
visitors per year to its historical sites, cultural activities and recreational facilities. Manassas Battlefield
Park and Bull Run Regional Park lie along I-66 near the properties. There are more than twelve golf
courses throughout the county, three of which are directly across Route 29 along Lake Manassas.
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Prince William County Analysis:
Prince William County is located in Northern Virginia approximately 35 miles southwest of
Washington, D.C. and encompasses a land area of 348 square miles or 222,684 acres. It is bounded by
Fairfax and Loudoun Counties to the north, Fauquier County to the west, Stafford County to the south
and the Potomac River (Maryland) to the east.
According to ESRI in 2010, Prince William County had an estimated population of 387,988 persons.
This represented a 38.17 percent increase over the 2000. It is estimated that the population in this area
will be 416,398 in 2015, representing an increase of 7.32 percent from 2010. The number of RenterOccupied Housing Units in 2010 is 38,767 which represent an increase from 2000 of approximately
44.74%. The current population density was reported at 1,186 residents per square mile.
ESRI reports that there were 132,702 households in Prince William County in 2010, which represents a
40.32 percent increase over the 2000. It is estimated that Prince William County will have 142,957
households in 2015, representing an increase of 7.73 percent from 2005.
In 2010, the median household income in Prince William County according to ESRI was $86,208. This
represents an increase of 31.59 percent over the 2000 figure of $65,512. It is estimated that the median
household income in the County will be $100,412 in 2015, which would represent an increase of 16.48
percent from 2010. The Virginia Employment Commission reports that as of February 2012, the
unemployment rate in Prince William County was 5.1 percent.
Prince William County has been one of the fastest growing jurisdictions in the Washington metropolitan
area over the past decade. Residential household growth is anticipated to grow into the future, but at a
slower pace than in the past, especially for the next several years. The major factor behind this growth
is affordable housing prices. The inconvenience that residents endure for this affordable housing is the
long, one-hour-plus commute primarily along I-66 and I-95 to various employment centers in Fairfax
County, Arlington County, the City of Alexandria, and Washington, D.C. As businesses locate to less
expensive space in the County, residents will have alternatives to the long commute.

Prince William County Demographics
Population
Change in Population
Households
Change in Households
Renter Occupied Housing Units
Change in Occupied Housing Units
Median Household Income
Change in Median Household Income
Average Household Income
Change in Avg Household Income
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2000
280,813
94,570
26,783
$65,512
$75,214

2010
387,988
38.17%
132,702
40.32%
38,767
44.74%

2015
416,398
7.32%
142,957
7.73%
41,498
7.04%

$86,208
31.59%
$97,299
29.36%

$100,412
16.48%
$108,543
11.56%
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Neighborhood Analysis:

The subject's neighborhood includes the lands in and around Gainesville and the Town of Haymarket. It
is bounded by Route 66 to the north, the Route 234 Bypass to the east, Route 15 to the west, and Linton
Hall Road Devlin Road to the south. A map illustrating the neighborhood's general boundaries and the
location of the subject property is presented on the following page. The neighborhood is bisected
east/west by Route 29 (Lee Highway), which in turn provides access to Interstate 66. Interstate 66
provides access to employment centers in Fairfax County, Arlington County, and Washington D.C.
Overall, the neighborhood has been in transition from low density residential and vacant land to medium
density residential over the last 15 years. This trend will likely continue over the next decade, but at a
slower pace, especially over the next several years.
Gainesville is oriented around the intersections of Lee Highway (U.S. Route 29) and Interstate 66. This
intersection is located at the east end of the subject neighborhood. The most significant development
near this intersection is Gateway Center, which is a large, mixed use project located on the south side of
Lee Highway between Wellington Road and Linton Hall Road. The project will, at build-out, contain
approximately 1.34 million square feet of retail space.
Lee Highway west of the subject is a commercial strip with residential planned communities nearby.
The Linton Hall Road corridor is largely comprised of residential planned communities. There is
ongoing residential development in and around Gainesville and Haymarket.
Immediate Surroundings:
To the west of the
subject at the
northeast corner of
Routes 29 and 15 is
the Madison
Crescent
development, which
is a 43-acre mixed
use development
with an approved
site plan allowing
144 two over two
townhouses, a
grocery-anchored
retail center, 12
live/work
residences, 60 single
family homes,
242,000 square feet of office space, and a 120 room hotel. The 125,677 square foot retail center was
completed in 2007 and 98 percent leased. The two over two townhouses are reportedly 100 percent sold
out. The remaining land on the north side of Lee Highway includes a crab restaurant and vacant land. To
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the south across Lee Highway is the 311,000 square foot power center (Shoppes of Stonewall) anchored
by Wegmans (98.5 percent leased), vacant land, the Regents of Lake Manassas subdivision, the Lake
Manassas subdivision, and two golf courses (Robert Trent Jones Golf Club and Stonewall Golf Club @
Lake Manassas).
Population and Income statistics within the subject’s market area are presented in the following table.

Subject Property Demographics
2000 Population
2010 Population
2015 Population (Forecast)
Forecasted Annual Change (2010-2015)

1-Mile
353
1,614
1,940
3.36%

3-Mile
6,104
13,546
16,342
3.42%

5-Mile
20,897
56,943
67,354
3.09%

2000 Households
2010 Households
2015 Households (Forecast)
Forecasted Annual Change (2010-2015)

140
608
731
3.37%

2,230
5,021
6,052
3.41%

7,177
20,038
23,782
3.15%

2000 Median HH Income
2010 Median HH Income
2015 Median HH Income (Forecast)
Forecasted Annual Change (2010-2015)

$63,549
$113,993
$122,410
1.38%

$76,943
$104,572
$111,492
1.24%

$77,740
$105,137
$113,220
1.43%

2010 Average HH Income
2010 Average US HH Income

$ 133,017

$ 119,791
$70,173

$ 116,993

Residential SFR Market Analysis:

There are promising signs that the residential real estate market is picking up especially compared to the
height of the recession and banking crisis in which residential home lending was at a virtual standstill
(2009). The median sale price of a home in 2006 was $390,060, representing the peak prior to the
collapse, while 2009 represented the bottom in terms of median pricing at approximately $207,000 per
home. This represents a decrease of approximately 47% of home value from 2006 to 2009. Despite
significantly lower volume, the median home price has come up from the bottom in 2011 to
approximately $250,000 per home, which represents an approximate 21% increase from 2009. Further,
reviewing the performance in March of 2012 (which may not accurately represent performance for the
entire 2012 year) show a further increase of median sale price to approximately $270,000 per home.
Volume continues to be extremely soft as compared to pre-recession levels, approximately 33% lower,
which can be expected in a recovering market. The following table is a summary of residential home
sales for Prince William County form 2006 through the March 2012. The month of March figures were
annualized to use as a comparison for the previous annual figures and may not represent actual
performance for 2012.
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Per discussions with several national home builders and taking into consideration the nature of the
approved site and agreed upon proffer levels (approx. $20k/lot), the market for the SFR lots at Madison
Square is approximately $150,000 per finished lot. Assuming townhomes were the allowed use, the
market will pay approximately $35,000/unit for a raw townhome lot excluding proffers and
development costs. For modeling purposes, the forecast shows a price of $130,000/lot with the home
builder responsible for paying the $20,000 proffer directly to PWC while the development costs of
approximately $1.1 million will continue to be included.
In reality, the lots may be sold in a raw status pending final site plan approval with the buyer responsible
for all development costs. This would reduce any potential risk to Kalvest but would create some
difficulties given the mixed use nature of the site and the fact that balancing the site will require removal
of dirt from the back of the site towards the front and will include the residential portion. A codevelopment agreement would be required under that scenario.
PWC Residential Home Sales Summary
Total Volume of Sales
Median Sold Price
Homes Sold
Avg Days on Market

March 2012
2006
2009
2011
Annualized
$3,149,826,780 $2,077,548,079 $1,667,525,679 $1,451,908,068
$390,060
$207,000
$250,000
$270,000
7,281
8,743
5,869
4,944
71
70
56
62

Attached Avg Sold Price
Detached Avg Sold Price
Attached Homes Sold
Detached Homes Sold
Avg Discount to List Price

$341,622
$514,398
3,447
3,833
3.40%

$166,521
$291,527
3,770
4,973
3.30%

$201,932
$342,958
2,447
3,422
3.10%

$205,784
$351,203
1,956
2,988
3.10%

% Change
2006-09
34.04%
46.93%
20.08%
1.41%

% Change
2009-11
19.74%
20.77%
32.87%
20.00%

51.26%
43.33%
9.37%
29.74%

21.27%
17.64%
35.09%
31.19%

Apartment Market Analysis:

Per local apartment developers, the multifamily market in the greater Washington DC Metro area has
been red hot with rental rates and values on the rise resulting in a significant increase in new
construction and planned development. Cap rates throughout the metro area have dropped to pre-crisis
lows reaching 5%-6% in most areas inside the beltway. Outlying areas are still lagging those areas
inside the beltway but due to the significant value increases, many developers are beginning to reach
outside the comfort zone of the DC Metro area and further into the suburbs. Gainesville is located
directly in the south and western path of growth which places in firmly the sites of the multifamily
development community. Assuming the Northern Virginia employment market continues to grow and
create new jobs as forecasted, Prince William County will likely begin to realize population growth
similar or approaching pre-recession levels. The apartment rental market is difficult to ascertain in the
Gainesville submarket as there is very little multifamily properties located in the area and the ones that
are found are of a 70s to 80s vintage and not prescriptive of the desired property for the subject site.
Assuming the zoning and site changes are approved and a 220 unit multifamily apartment community is
allowed, market rents are estimated to fall in the $1.50/sf - $1.90/sf range. Rental rates in this range will
likely support the per unit valuation that has been discussed amongst multifamily developers active in
the marketplace. Per local developers and multifamily specialists in the market, a valuation of
approximately $25,000/unit for raw land is recommended for the subject site with the buyer
responsible for all development and proffer costs. Current Prince William County proffers for
apartment units are approximately $35,000/unit with development costs budgeted to be approximately
$20,000/unit.
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Office Market Analysis:

The office vacancy rate is currently 13 percent while net absorption is almost virtually stagnant. There
has been very little activity in the office sector with only 8,000sf of leasing activity having occurred year
to date. Per Costar, the Gainesville market contains approximately 639,000sf of space located in 23
buildings. Costar reports office rents ranging from a low of $13/sf to a high of $28.50/sf on a Full
Service lease basis. The average rental rate is approximately $24.75/sf but as stated previously, the
market is very stagnant with little activity. Per brokers active in the market, there has been an increase
in activity but very little in actual deals being completed. One of the more recent Class “A” leases
executed was done in June of last year with Comcast of VA for approximately 3,00sf of space at a rental
rate of $24/sf on a Full Service basis. We anticipate that rates will show a slow but steady climb over
the next 12 months and we expect that office space at Madison Square will lease for an average of $24
psf. Sales activity in the Gainesville market again pales in comparison to the rest of Northern Virginia
but has realized four buildings trading in 2011 with a couple others expected early in 2012. The 2011
sales averaged approximately $260/sf with a total volume of approximately $4 million. Two buildings
are expected to trade by the end of the first quarter of 2012 resulting in an average sales price of $278/sf
on volume of $1.2 million. Most of the buildings are smaller in nature.

Comparable Office Properties
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1. The Professional Building @ Virginia Gateway
This 40,000 square foot two-story building is part of the anticipated 1 million square foot, groceryanchored center being developed by the Peterson Cos. at I-66 and Route 29. Rental rates for the 1st
floor space are $30-$32 psf NNN and rents for the 2nd floor rents are $28-29 psf Full Service. The
building is currently close to 100% leased.

2. 8078 Crescent Park Dr.  Madison Crescent Professional Building
This 36,00 square foot three-story building as part of the 124,000 sf, grocery-anchored center being
developed by CRC at Routes 15 and 29. Rental rates are approximately $27/sf - $30/sf on a full service
basis with operating expenses estimated between $5-$6 psf. This building is the most comparable to
Madison Square and is currently about 100% occupied but the entire 3rd floor (9,099sf) is coming
available in January of 2013.
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3. 7915 Lake Manassas Drive
Tetra Partners is developing a 58,414 square feet medical professional building adjacent to the new
Cancer Center at Lake Manassas (http://www.cancercenterlm.org/). Rental rates are $24 psf modified
net basis. Common tenant improvement allowance of $40-$50 psf is offered. The building was built in
2007 and is in good condition with 4 per1,000 parking ratio. It is currently about 90.5% occupied.

4. 10432 Balls Ford Road  Battlefield Overlook 2
WTG Properties completed a 58,906 square feet professional building in February 2007. Rental rates are
$28/sf psf Full Service with operating expenses forecast at +/- $6 psf. The building has very good
visibility from I-66, but access is poor and surrounding uses are industrial thereby detracting from the
Class “A” image. The building is currently about 94% occupied. This building is about 6 miles from
Madison Square and is not viewed as direct competition.
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5. 10611 Balls Ford Road – General’s Ridge@ Linden
Chalmers Property Company built this a 48,014 square feet professional building in early 2006. Rental
rates are $26-$27 psf Full Service with operating expenses forecast at +/- $ 6 psf. The building has very
poor visibility and poor access to I-66. The surrounding uses, similar to Battlefield Overlook; are
industrial thereby detracting from the Class A image. The building is about 40% leased. This building is
about 6 miles from Madison Square and is not viewed as direct competition.

Retail Market Analysis:

The retail vacancy rate is currently 4 percent while net absorption is almost virtually stagnant. There has
been very little activity in the retail sector in 2012 with only 4,000sf of space having been leases year to
date. Per Costar, the Gainesville market contains approximately 1,747,249sf of space located in 50
buildings. Costar reports retail rents ranging from a low of $11/sf to a high of $30.50/sf on a Net lease
basis. The average rental rate is approximately $19.75/sf but the overall market contains a significant
amount of older space that inaccurately skews the avg. rental rate downwards. Recent Class “A”
activity by comparable centers in the subject’s market conclude rental rates in the $25/sf - $35/sf with
those rents even higher when you examine the space at the Virginia Gateway center. Per brokers active
in the market, there has been an increase in activity but very little in actual deals being completed.
There is some significant sublet space available on the market totaling approximately 130,000sf with the
bulk of that located at the competing Somerset Crossing center. Shoppers Food Warehouse recently
went “dark” due to the negative effects attributed to the opening of the Wegman’s at the Shoppes at
Stonewall. Wegman’s is considered a virtual category killer when it comes to grocery stores. We
anticipate that rates will show a slow but steady climb over the next 12 months and we expect that retail
space at Madison Square will lease for an average of $28 psf on a conservative basis. Sales activity in
the Gainesville market again pales in comparison to the rest of Northern Virginia but has realized three
buildings trading in 2011 and none so far in 2012. The 2011 sales averaged approximately $262/sf with
a total volume of approximately $10.8 million.
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Comparable Retail Properties

1. Virginia Gateway
The Peterson Companies has the largest open project in Gainesville. Initially anchored by a Giant Food,
the center continues to expand up to 1 million square feet. Recent in-line store rents average $35-40 psf
NNN. National tenants include Target, Lowes, Pier One, DSW, Linens and Things.
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2. Madison Crescent
CRC has developed a 125,677sf, grocery-anchored (Harris Teeter) center as part of a mixed-use
development located adjacent to the subject at the intersection of Routes 15 and 29. Asking rents are
$26psf - $35psf NNN, but the landlord will lower for "better" tenants and increase for smaller local type
tenants. Major tenants include Harris Teeter, Capital One Bank, Anytime Fitness and Eggspectation.
The retail portion of the development is approximately 98% occupied with only two small inline spaces
vacant.

3. Somerset Crossing
Somerset Crossing is a 110,000 neighborhood shopping center was developed by Regency Centers but
was sold a couple of years ago. The property was previously anchored by a Shoppers Food Warehouse
but has recently vacated the location. Presently the anchor space is vacant (67,045sf) as well as
approximately 9,063sf of inline space making the property only 31% occupied. New in-line space is
being marketed for $25psf NNN. Tenants include Glory Days BBQ, Rite Aid and Bonefish Grill.
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4. Shoppes at Stonewall
Regency Centers has developed an approximately 307,845sf Wegmans-anchored retail center on the
south side of Route 29. The center’s space is currently 98.5% occupied with in-line rents being
marketed in the $30 - $35psf NNN range. Tenants include Wegmans, Dicks Sporting Goods, Staples,
Michaels, Bed Bath Beyond and Ross Dress for Less.

Retail PadSite Analysis:
Madison Square maintains two pad-sites available for development under the present approved site plan
and includes “by-right” drive thrus for each location. This provides for a significant market advantage
as there are reportedly no remaining sites within the neighborhood that contain “by-right” approvals
with all new development requiring a special exception through the County Zoning and Planning
department. The locations of these sites provide excellent visibility along Route 29 as well as ample
parking. The market for freestanding bank pads located at the front of the subject property will
conservatively command ground lease rates in the $200,000 per annum range. The most recent pad-site
lease comparables are all located in the above mentioned comparable retail centers. The overall pad-site
market has been relatively quiet with the majority of transactions occurring in the VA Gateway Center
or in a small development adjacent to the Somerset Crossing center. The VA Gateway transactions have
reportedly contained mostly fast-food or drug/convenience store uses including a Walgreens, Chick FilA, Chipotle and a 7-11 with the cap rate falling in the 6.5% range. None of the recent pad-site
transactions occurring at VA Gateway include a financial institution. The most recent financial
institution transaction occurred at a site adjacent to Somerset Crossing which entailed the Northwest
Federal Credit Union purchasing a 1.24 acre site for approximately $3,100,000.
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Land Market Analysis:

The table below is a listing of recent land sales and recent land listing within the subject property’s
Gainesville submarket. The range of sales dates back to June 2010 and mostly consist of distressed sales
due to the collapse of the greater market. The average price per square foot is approximately $4.11/sf
with the two 2011 sales averaging $5.33/sf. The average list price of land approximately is $5.94/sf. In
reviewing the most recent 2011 land sales as well as the list prices, a current concluded land price is
estimated to be approximately $6/sf. The below comparable properties are all raw land comparables.
Per local market brokers limited amounts of improved land sales have occurred in the marketplace.
However, the brokers have quoted a range for improved land between $25 - $30 per FAR foot.

Comparable Land Sales
Recent Sales
Lot Size (acres)
Building Address
Lot Size (sf)
25.6
1,115,572
8375 Barrett Drive
21.6
940,896
Meadow Wood Ln
21.2
923,472
Gossom Manor & Keavy Pl
9.4
409,900
Stonegate III
5.4
236,531
7001 Infantry Ridge Rd

Total Price Price/sf

Sale Date

Planned Use

$4,500,000

$4.03

December10

SingleFamily

$4,600,000

$4.89

March11

Commercial/Office

$2,392,500

$2.59

November10

SingleFamily

$2,600,000

$6.34

January11

$800,625

$3.38

June10

Commercial/Office
Commercial/Hotel/
Office

Sale Date

Planned Use

Listed Properties
Building Address
7511 Old Carolina Rd
15112 Lee Hwy
Riley Rd
15030 Lee Hwy
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Lot Size (acres)
Lot Size (sf)
39.9
1,737,608
14.8
642,510
9.8
428,195
8.0
349,177

Total Price Price/sf
$10,000,000

$5.76

NAP

Residential

$5,100,000

$7.94

NAP

Residential

$1,400,000

$3.27

NAP

Agricultural

$2,250,000

$6.44

NAP

Commercial/Office
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Financial Analysis
The primary goal of the repositioning plans is to optimize the returns of the development without
Kalvest committing any or limited amounts of additional equity to the transaction. Further, as with most
“distressed” repositioning situations, the potential recoupment of “sunken” costs also must be factored
into the equation but shouldn’t outweigh the normal risk/return decision-making process on a “going
forward” basis. The danger in the repositioning of a distressed asset is to undertake significant
additional risk in an attempt to recoup the “sunken costs” and creating a potential total loss outcome in
which the developer loses the property. More simply put, “don’t throw good money after bad”.
The total equity investment in the subject property, since acquisition in 2007, is approximately
$9,200,000 with potentially another $200,000-$250,000 in carry costs required prior to the start of
development. As stated previously, the land was acquired by Kalvest in 2007 in an all cash transaction.
A large portion of this initial equity has been written down as the market collapsing has reduced the
value of the land from the high point mentioned above to approximately $4,000,000 at present time.
The $9,200,000 includes $1,750,000 in soft costs that were “sunken” into the development plan prior to
the market collapse and the subsequent stalling of the development. The bulk of these funds will not be
wasted as the work performed by the civil engineer and architect among others will be utilized with only
minimal updating expense. Most re-positioning and/or restructuring plans that involve assets in a
distressed state require multiple levels of review in order to conclude the most efficient course of action
to complete the development while maximizing any potential returns and minimizing the “going
forward” risk.
The analyses performed include running the financial model realizing the entire initial equity
contribution ($9.2 million) since acquisition in 2007 as well as a scenario utilizing the present day
valuation of the land ($4 million) and any “soft” costs that are applicable (est. $1.5 million). This will
provide the ability to view the scenarios both as a current day investment opportunity measuring “go
forward” risk as well as evaluate which scenario will provide the best ability to recoup “sunken” costs.
As stated previously, there are four potential scenarios that are being examined that will help determine
the future of the development. Three of the four scenarios differ only in the use of the residential parcel
while the fourth is a significant change and was spurred by the interest of the PWC Board of Supervisors
to have our site be home to a Costco (in particular) or possibly another related large retail user. This
scenario would involve converting the residential piece to a commercial use (no issues obtaining
required County approvals anticipated) and developing the entire back half of the site (approx. 13 acres)
with such a use while leaving the front site for development of the pad-sites and perhaps the 24,500sf
building. A detailed description of each scenario follows including the respective input assumptions and
the concluded returns.
All of the scenarios include the development of the pad-sites, the construction of a 24,500sf building
with the construction of the remaining 137,500sf in all but the large retail user scenario. As such, we
will review the financial analysis of these portions below including the respective input assumptions and
concluded returns with the various individual scenarios following thereafter.
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Padsite Analysis:
As discussed in the “Market” section, ground lease rents for financial institutions in the greater
Gainesville market are currently in the $200,000 per annum range with activity in the marketplace
increasing in recent months. This figure is forecasted to increase in the future but for the sake of
conservative modeling techniques, the concluded rent utilized will be $200,000 for each of the pad-sites.
Ground leases will require the delivery of a rough graded site including completed infrastructure and
utilities stubbed. Upon delivery of the site, the lessee will construct a branch structure and be
responsible for all ongoing operational expenses while paying the ground lease payment on a monthly
basis to the owner/developer. This will result in a net $200,000 annual rental payment being realized on
each pad-site. The execution of both leases is anticipated to be required under all scenarios in order to
obtain development financing from a reputable financial institution. These leases will be valued based
on a current market capitalization rate for financial institutions concluded at approximately 7.5%. This
cap rate has the potential to vary based on changing market conditions and the quality of the financial
institution but is represented of the current market and a reasonable average rate. Capitalizing each
lease at 7.5% results in a value of $2,666,667 per lease or $5,333,333 ($666/sf).

PadSite Analysis
Ground Lease #1 Rent: 200,000
Capitalization Rate:
7.50%
Ground Lease #1 Value: 2,666,667
Total Value both leases:

Ground Lease #2 Rent: 200,000
Capitalization Rate:
7.50%
Ground Lease #2 Value: 2,666,667
5,333,333

Upon completion of the development and the delivery of the rough graded sites to the lessee, permanent
financing will be obtained with the two ground leases serving as collateral. These funds will be used to
satisfy, in whole or in part, the debt incurred during the development of the entire property. Discussion
of the various financing scenarios is found later in the analysis. Disposition of the two ground leases
will be at the discretion of Kalvest at some point in time in the future (if at all) but for the interest of
providing an accurate return for the development is assumed to occur approximately 9.5 years after
delivery of the sites. The forecasted sales price is calculated using the inflated ground lease payment
($243,684) at the time of disposition capitalized at a rate of 7.5% which results in a price of $3,249,074
per lease.
Multitenant Buildings Analysis:

As discussed in the “Market” section, average retail and office rental rates in the greater Gainesville
market are currently in the $28/sf NNN and $24/sf FS, respectively, with little activity occurring for
either. That being said, this figure is forecasted to increase in the future upon increase in activity but for
the sake of conservative modeling techniques, the rents utilized will be these amounts. The construction
of the Phase I building (24,500sf) is forecasted to occur relatively early in all of the scenarios while the
remaining 137,500sf is forecasted to be built at least 5yrs after delivery of the Phase I building, if at all.
The analysis includes an approach showing that the remaining density is never built and the land is sold
at current market prices. Rental rates for building the remaining 137,500sf are forecasted to be
approximately $30/sf NNN for the retail space and $26/sf FS for the office space. Expenses are
estimated to be in the $7/sf range with a project vacancy level of 10%. Additional assumptions for these
building are shown in the tables below.
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Operations
Total Development Size
162,000
Phase I Office Portion Size
12,250
Phase I Retail Portion Size
12,250
Phase I Lease Start Date
2/15/2015
Phase I Lease Period Start
35
Phase II Office Portion Size
107,250
Phase II Retail Portion Size
30,250
3/15/2020
Phase II Lease Start Date
Phase II Lease Period Start
96
24.00
Phase I Office Market Rent
Phase I Retail Market Rent
28.00
Phase II Office Market Rent
26.00
Phase II Retail Market Rent
30.00
5
Office Lease Term
5
Retail Lease Term
20.00
TI New
5.00
TI Renewal
5.0%
LC New
3.0%
LC Renewal
Office Expense Reimbursement
85.0%
Retail Expense Reimbursement
100.0%

Expenses
Property Taxes
Insurance
Utilities
R&M
G&A
Management Fee

2.50
0.60
1.50
1.00
0.50
5%

Vacancy/Credit Loss
Reserves
Renewal Probability
Downtime
Rent Growth
Expense Growth
Discount Rate

10.0%
0.25
70.0%
9
2.5%
3.0%
10.0%

The assumptions utilized above resulted in a pro forma cash flow statement for the 10yr holding period
as represented in the below table.
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7













49,000
57,167
10,586
12,454




129,207
(12,921)
116,286

295,225
344,429
63,834
75,099




778,587
(77,859)
700,728

302,606
353,040
65,749
77,352




798,746
(79,875)
718,871

310,171
361,866
67,721
79,672




819,430
(81,943)
737,487

317,925
370,913
69,753
82,062




840,653
(84,065)
756,588

298,154
347,846
65,709
77,305




789,014
(78,901)
710,113






























62,661
62,661






64,540
64,540

12,454
12,454


5,814
55,150
85,872

75,099
75,099


35,036

185,234

77,352
77,352


35,944

190,647

79,672
79,672


36,874

196,219

82,062
82,062


37,829

201,954

77,305
77,305


35,506

190,116

















(62,661)

(64,540)

30,414

515,494

528,225

541,268

554,634

519,997

Revenue
Phase I Office Rent
Phase I Retail Rent
Phase I Office Reimbursements
Phase I Retail Reimbursements
Phase II Office Rent
Phase II Retail Rent
Phase II Office Reimbursements
Phase II Retail Reimbursements
Total Revenue
Vacancy/Credit Loss
Total Effective Gross Income













Expenses
Phase I Office Oper Expenses
Phase I Retail Oper Expenses
Phase II Office Oper Expenses
Phase II Retail Oper Expenses
Project Management Fee
PreDevelopment Expenses
Total Expenses
NOI
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8

9

10

0
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0

As can be seen above, the developments carry costs are approximately $190,000 and result in the
negative NOI for years 1 & 2. Upon completion of the development phase and the construction period
(est. at 9 months) for the Phase I Building, cash flow from the leasing of the building occurs resulting in
a positive NOI. The construction loan would convert into its permanent phase being serviced by the
NOI produced. As stated before, the concluded rents are $24/sf for the office portion and $28/sf for the
retail portion. The retail leases are on a “net” basis with 100% of the operating expenses reimbursed
while the office leases are on a “full service” basis with approximately 85% of the operating expenses
reimbursed by the tenants. A 10% vacancy factor was taken off of the total revenue and a 5%
management fee was applied. The management fee is at market levels and for conservative modeling is
assumed a third-party expense. In reality, ownership may choose to self-manage the property in which
the fee would be collected and applied to the overall return of the development. Disposition of the
Phase I Building is forecasted to occur on a stabilized level in March 2020 which would be
approximately 5yrs after completion. The resultant NOI available for debt service is forecasted to range
from $515,000 increasing annually.
The remaining 137,500sf of developable space is forecasted to deliver in Year 8 with disposition
occurring upon stabilization. Rents for the remaining development are forecasted to be approximately
$26/sf for the office component and $30/sf for the retail. The most likely scenario would require the
disposition of the Phase I Building in order to provide the equity required for the construction of the
remaining 137,500sf of development without Kalvest infusing any additional outside capital. Assuming
the same underwriting for vacancy, expenses and ratio of reimbursements, the 137,500sf of remaining
development would produce and NOI available for debt service in the range of $3.3 million.
Multitenant Buildings Disposition Analysis:

The disposition analysis is somewhat subjective as forecasting what capitalization rates and/or market
conditions will be 7-10yrs in the future is nearly impossible. That being said, a somewhat conservative
and logical evaluation of past performance should help in providing a reliable assumption of value. The
below tables conclude the forecasted sales price and valuation of each phase at the assumed time of sale
for both the Phase I Building and the remaining Phase II 137,500sf of development.
Commercial Valuations (Phase I and Phase II)
Phase I Valuation Assumptions
Phase II Valuation Assumptions
"GoingIn" Cap Rate
9.0%
9.0%
"GoingIn" Cap Rate
Date of Sale
3/1/2020
Date of Sale
12/15/2021
95
Period of Sale
117
Period of Sale
9.0%
9.5%
Residual Cap Rate
Residual Cap Rate
6,444,143
Total Sale Price
Total Sale Price
36,347,739
Cost of Sale
3.0%
Cost of Sale
3.0%
Net Sales Price
6,250,819
Net Sales Price
35,257,307

A capitalization rate of 9% is concluded for the disposition analysis of the Phase I building. The NOI as
of the period of sale capitalized at 9% results in a valuation of approximately $6.44 million. Assuming
approximately 3% cost of sale, the “net” sales price to the owner/developer before repayment of debt is
approximately $6.25 million.
In terms of the Phase II development, the cap rate was increased to 9.5% due to the variability of the
market an additional two years from the sale of Phase I. Again, the NOI at the period of sale was
capitalized using this rate which resulted in a value of approximately $36.35 million. Assuming a 3%
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cost of sale, the “net” sales price to the owner/developer before repayment of debt is approximately
$35.26 million.
Phase II Variation Land Sale Analysis:

A primary and realistic variation for all of the scenarios with the exception of the “Big Box” scenario is
the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II development and selling the improved land at some
point in the future without taking on the development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of
commercial space. The presumption is that the sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after
completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes, the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The
below table includes the assumptions concluded for the sale of the remaining raw land allocated to the
development of Phase II.

Phase II Remaining Land Valuation
1/15/2017 Sales Price (sf)
Date of Sale
57
Period of Sale
Total Sales Price
3.16
Area of Dev. Land Sold (acres)
Cost of Sale
137,500 Net Sales Price
Area of Dev. Land Sold (sf)

30.46
4,188,260
3.0%
4,062,612

As concluded in the market section, the current market for comparable land sales within the subject’s
market is approximately $5.50/sf for unimproved raw land and approximately $25 per FAR foot for
improved land. This amount represents the current state of the depressed market for land in the area as
well as the greater region. The sale of the land is forecasted to occur in January of 2017, utilizing a
2.5% per annum increase, results in a land value of approximately $30.46 per FAR foot for the
remaining Phase II land. The forecasted amount of land available for the development of Phase II is
approximately 6 acres which represents approximately 261,360sf of which 137,500sf of commercial
density is approved to be constructed. Utilizing the inflated price per FAR foot of $30.46, the value of
the land in January of 2017 is concluded to be approximately $4,188,260. Assuming a 3% cost of sale,
the net sales price would be approximately $4,062,612.
The below scenario discussions incorporate the various pieces discussed above in addition to the three
different potential outcomes for the residential parcel including a site plan and proffer amendment to a
220 unit multifamily apartment use, 90 unit 16’ townhome use or retaining the 25 SFR lots with no
change to the site plan or approved proffers. Each of the increase in density proposals would require
approval of the PWC planning department as well as the Board of Supervisors. Due to the
unpredictability of both groups, the analysis of all scenarios is appropriate. Further, the final scenario
consists of the elimination of the residential portion and assimilating it into the commercial parcel to
facilitate the construction and long-term lease to a large retail user along the lines of a Costco.
Scenario 1 (220unit Apartment Project):
A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the current development with a current value of
approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft costs”. The contributed equity, represented by
the land ($4,000,000) and “soft” costs ($1,500,000), in addition to an executed sales contract for the
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multifamily apartment land and the execution of two financial institution ground leases will enable the
procurement of a Development loan in the amount of $5,174,817 (lesser of 75% loan to value of the two
leases and the residential sales contract or the total development cost).
Assuming the site plan and proffer amendment to allow for a 220 unit apartment project receive formal
approval from PWC and the Board of Supervisors, current market conditions (as discussed in the Market
section) conclude that multifamily developers will pay approximately $25,000/unit for raw, undeveloped
land with the multifamily developer responsible for both revised and updated County proffers and
development costs attributed to the residential parcel. In reality, a co-development agreement would
most likely be required between Kalvest and the multifamily developer given the complexities
associated with the mixed use site. The below table discussed the assumptions for sale of the raw land
to a multifamily developer that are utilized in the model.
Residential Portion  Apartments
Date of Sale
4/1/2014
24
Period of Sale
220
Number of Units
25,000
Sales Price (per unit)
Total Sales Price
5,500,000
3.00%
Cost of Sale
5,335,000
Net Sales Price

The $5,335,000 net sales price combined with the $5,333,333 value for the two ground leases will result
in a total valuation of $10,668,333 for the three events. Seventy-five percent of this figure is
approximately $8 million. The total forecasted development costs for the subject property is $5,174,817
which represents a Development loan LTV of approximately 48.5%. Given the value of the sale of
residential land and the value of the two ground leases, a Development in this amount should be readily
available in the marketplace. In all likelihood the second ground lease would not be required as
collateral for the Development loan due to the significant value place on the residential sales contract
and one of the ground leases.
Upon completion of the development, closing of the residential land sale and repayment of the
Development Loan, permanent debt will most likely be placed on the ground leases with the proceeds
being used as the equity contribution for Phase I. Phase I includes the construction of a 24,500sf, twostory office building on the front of the site. Construction financing for Phase I will be based off of the
valuation of the finished and stabilized 24,500sf building and be limited to the lesser of 70% loan-tovalue or a debt service coverage of 130%. A further requirement by the lending institution would be a
50% pre-lease obligation. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $5.7 million for the Phase
I building, a construction loan in the amount of $3,965,228 could be placed which would equal a 100%
loan to cost. Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $3,965,228 ($162/sf) including
tenant improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.50/sf. Permanent financing in the amount
of $4 million (representing a 75% LTV) could be placed on the two ground leases, valued at $5,333,333.
These funds would be used to satisfy the equity contribution requirement of the Phase I construction
financing. Thus, no further outside equity contribution is forecasted for this phase of development.
Phase II will likely occur at the discretion of the market but anticipated for modeling purposes to occur
approximately 5yrs after the completion of Phase I or close to 7yrs from the start of development of the
raw land. This phase will include the construction of approximately 137,500sf of commercial space on
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the back portion of the property adjacent to the residential land parcel. As with Phase I, it is estimated
that a 50% pre-lease requirement will be necessary to obtain market construction financing.
Construction financing for Phase I will be based off of the valuation of the finished and stabilized
137,500sf building(s) and be limited to the lesser of 70% loan-to-value or a debt service coverage of
130%. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $37.4 million for Phase II, a construction
loan in the amount of $23,579,531 could be placed which would equal a 100% loan to cost.
Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $23,579,531 ($172/sf) including tenant
improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.72/sf. Assuming that no money is distributed
from the deal to Kalvest during the previous 7yrs, no additional outside equity should be necessary to
complete Phase II of the development.
Valuation and Return Analysis:
Exhibit 1 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 8.83% with cash on cash return of
approximately 11.68%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $27,771,384 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$18.5 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 1(excluding the Phase II and the sale as raw land):
A primary and realistic variation for Scenario 1 is the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II
development and selling the improved land at some point in the future without taking on the
development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of commercial space. The presumption is that the
sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes,
the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The concluded net valuation, after cost of sale, for the
improved land in January of 2017 is approximately $4,062,612.
Exhibit 2 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 5.47% with cash on cash return of
approximately 6.04%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $16,540,658 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$7.3 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 1 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million)):
Exhibit 3 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
return over the entire 11yr development period for the development is approximately 25.13% with cash
on cash return of approximately 17.58%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is
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forecasted to be approximately $27,771,834 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs
plus approximately $22.3 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 1 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million) excluding Phase II):
A primary and realistic variation for Scenario 1 is the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II
development and selling the improved land at some point in the future without taking on the
development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of commercial space. The presumption is that the
sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes,
the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The concluded net valuation, after cost of sale, for the
improved land in January of 2017 is approximately $4,062,612.
Exhibit 4 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
return over the entire 11yr development period for the development is approximately 23.27% with cash
on cash return of approximately 11.64%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is
forecasted to be approximately $16,540,658 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs
plus approximately $11 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 2 (90unit Townhome (16’) Project):

A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the current development with a current value of
approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft costs”. The contributed equity, represented by
the land ($4,000,000) and “soft” costs ($1,500,000), in addition to an executed sales contract for the
multifamily apartment land and the execution of two financial institution ground leases will enable the
procurement of a Development loan in the amount of $5,174,817 (lesser of 75% loan to value of the two
leases and the residential sales contract or the total development cost).
Assuming the site plan and proffer amendment to allow for a 90 unit townhome project receive formal
approval from PWC and the Board of Supervisors, current market conditions (as discussed in the Market
section) conclude that residential developers will pay approximately $35,000/unit for raw, undeveloped
land with the multifamily developer responsible for both revised and updated County proffers and
development costs attributed to the residential parcel. In reality, a co-development agreement would
most likely be required between Kalvest and the multifamily developer given the complexities
associated with the mixed use site. The below table discussed the assumptions for sale of the raw land
to a multifamily developer that are utilized in the model.
Residential Portion - Townhomes
Date of Sale
4/1/2014
Period of Sale
24
Number of Units
90
Sales Price (per unit)
35,000
3,150,000
Total Sales Price
Cost of Sale
3.00%
Net Sales Price
3,055,500
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The $3,055,500 net sales price combined with the $5,333,333 value for the two ground leases will result
in a total valuation of $8,388,833 for the three events. Seventy-five percent of this figure is
approximately $6.29 million. The total forecasted development costs for the subject property is
$5,174,817 which represents a Development loan LTV of approximately 62%. Given the value of the
sale of residential land and the value of the two ground leases, a Development in this amount should be
readily available in the marketplace.
Upon completion of the development, closing of the residential land sale and repayment of the
Development Loan, permanent debt will most likely be placed on the ground leases with the proceeds
being used as the equity contribution for Phase I. Phase I includes the construction of a 24,500sf, twostory office building on the front of the site. Construction financing for Phase I will be based off of the
valuation of the finished and stabilized 24,500sf building and be limited to the lesser of 70% loan-tovalue or a debt service coverage of 130%. A further requirement by the lending institution would be a
50% pre-lease obligation. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $5.7 million for the Phase
I building, a construction loan in the amount of $3,965,228 could be placed which would equal a 100%
loan to cost. Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $3,965,228 ($162/sf) including
tenant improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.50/sf. Permanent financing in the amount
of $4 million (representing a 75% LTV) could be placed on the two ground leases, valued at $5,333,333.
These funds would be used to satisfy the equity contribution requirement of the Phase I construction
financing. Thus, no further outside equity contribution is forecasted for this phase of development.
Phase II will likely occur at the discretion of the market but anticipated for modeling purposes to occur
approximately 5yrs after the completion of Phase I or close to 7yrs from the start of development of the
raw land. This phase will include the construction of approximately 137,500sf of commercial space on
the back portion of the property adjacent to the residential land parcel. As with Phase I, it is estimated
that a 50% pre-lease requirement will be necessary to obtain market construction financing.
Construction financing for Phase I will be based off of the valuation of the finished and stabilized
137,500sf building(s) and be limited to the lesser of 70% loan-to-value or a debt service coverage of
130%. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $37.4 million for Phase II, a construction
loan in the amount of $23,579,531 could be placed which would equal a 100% loan to cost.
Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $23,579,531 ($172/sf) including tenant
improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.72/sf. Assuming that no money is distributed
from the deal to Kalvest during the previous 7yrs, no additional outside equity should be necessary to
complete Phase II of the development.
Valuation and Return Analysis:
Exhibit 5 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 7.65% with cash on cash return of
approximately 10.73%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $25,492,334 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$16.3 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
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Scenario 2(excluding the Phase II and the sale as raw land):
A primary and realistic variation for Scenario 1 is the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II
development and selling the improved land at some point in the future without taking on the
development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of commercial space. The presumption is that the
sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes,
the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The concluded net valuation, after cost of sale, for the
improved land in January of 2017 is approximately $4,062,612.
Exhibit 6 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 3.78% with cash on cash return of
approximately 4.48%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $14,261,158 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$5 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 2 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million)):
Exhibit 7 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
return over the entire 11yr holding period for the development is approximately 20.01% with cash on
cash return of approximately 16.57%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is
forecasted to be approximately $15,302,766 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs
plus approximately $9.8 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 2 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million) excluding Phase II):
A primary and realistic variation for Scenario 1 is the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II
development and selling the improved land at some point in the future without taking on the
development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of commercial space. The presumption is that the
sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes,
the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The concluded net valuation, after cost of sale, for the
improved land in January of 2017 is approximately $4,062,612.
Exhibit 8 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
return over the entire 11yr development period for the development is approximately 16.27% with cash
on cash return of approximately 10%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is
forecasted to be approximately $14,261,158 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs
plus approximately $8.7 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
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Scenario 3 (“AsIs” 25 SFR lots):
A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the current development with a current value of
approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft costs”. The contributed equity, represented by
the land ($4,000,000) and “soft” costs ($1,500,000), in addition to an executed sales contract for the
multifamily apartment land and the execution of two financial institution ground leases will enable the
procurement of a Development loan in the amount of $6,299,519 (lesser of 75% loan to value of the two
leases and the residential sales contract or the total development cost).
This analysis is already in an “approved” state with 25 SFR lots available, current market conditions (as
discussed in the Market section) conclude that residential developers will pay approximately
$130,000/unit for developed land with the multifamily developer responsible for County proffers
attributed to the residential parcel. In reality, we would seek a contract that placed the burden of the
development costs to the residential developer and not Kalvest. In reality, a co-development agreement
would most likely be required between Kalvest and the residential developer given the complexities
associated with the mixed use site. The below table discussed the assumptions for sale of the improved
land to a residential developer that are utilized in the model.
Residential Portion - Single Family Lots
Date of Sale
6/1/2013
Period of Sale
14
Number of Units
25
Sales Price (per unit)
130,000
Total Sales Price
3,250,000
Cost of Sale
3.00%
Net Sales Price
3,152,500

The $3,152,500 net sales price combined with the $5,333,333 value for the two ground leases will result
in a total valuation of $8,485,833 for the three events. Seventy-five percent of this figure is
approximately $6.36 million. The total forecasted development costs for the subject property is
$6,299,519 which represents a Development loan LTV of approximately 74%. Given the value of the
sale of residential land and the value of the two ground leases, a Development in this amount should be
readily available in the marketplace.
Upon completion of the development, closing of the residential land sale and repayment of the
Development Loan, permanent debt will most likely be placed on the ground leases with the proceeds
being used as the equity contribution for Phase I. Phase I includes the construction of a 24,500sf, twostory office building on the front of the site. Construction financing for Phase I will be based off of the
valuation of the finished and stabilized 24,500sf building and be limited to the lesser of 70% loan-tovalue or a debt service coverage of 130%. A further requirement by the lending institution would be a
50% pre-lease obligation. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $5.7 million for the Phase
I building, a construction loan in the amount of $3,965,228 could be placed which would equal a 100%
loan to cost. Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $3,965,228 ($162/sf) including
tenant improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.50/sf. Permanent financing in the amount
of $4 million (representing a 75% LTV) could be placed on the two ground leases, valued at $5,333,333.
These funds would be used to satisfy the equity contribution requirement of the Phase I construction
financing. Thus, no further outside equity contribution is forecasted for this phase of development.
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Phase II will likely occur at the discretion of the market but anticipated for modeling purposes to occur
approximately 5yrs after the completion of Phase I or close to 7yrs from the start of development of the
raw land. This phase will include the construction of approximately 137,500sf of commercial space on
the back portion of the property adjacent to the residential land parcel. As with Phase I, it is estimated
that a 50% pre-lease requirement will be necessary to obtain market construction financing.
Construction financing for Phase I will be based off of the valuation of the finished and stabilized
137,500sf building(s) and be limited to the lesser of 70% loan-to-value or a debt service coverage of
130%. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $37.4 million for Phase II, a construction
loan in the amount of $23,579,531 could be placed which would equal a 100% loan to cost.
Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $23,579,531 ($172/sf) including tenant
improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.72/sf. Assuming that no money is distributed
from the deal to Kalvest during the previous 7yrs, no additional outside equity should be necessary to
complete Phase II of the development.
Valuation and Return Analysis:
Exhibit 9 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 7.70% with cash on cash return of
approximately 10.97%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $26,047,360 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$16.85 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 3 (excluding the Phase II and the sale as raw land):
A primary and realistic variation for Scenario 1 is the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II
development and selling the improved land at some point in the future without taking on the
development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of commercial space. The presumption is that the
sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes,
the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The concluded net valuation, after cost of sale, for the
improved land in January of 2017 is approximately $4,062,612.
Exhibit 10 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 3.39% with cash on cash return of
approximately 4.08%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $13,722,431 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$4.5 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 3 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million)):
Exhibit 11 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
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return over the entire 11yr period for the development is approximately 19.49% with cash on cash return
of approximately 16.83%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $26,047,360 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$20.55 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 3 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million) excluding Phase II):
A primary and realistic variation for Scenario 1 is the possibility of never undertaking the Phase II
development and selling the improved land at some point in the future without taking on the
development risk of building an additional 137,500sf of commercial space. The presumption is that the
sale of this land can occur at any time, most likely after completion of Phase I. For modeling purposes,
the date of sale is assumed to be January of 2017. The concluded net valuation, after cost of sale, for the
improved land in January of 2017 is approximately $4,062,612.
Exhibit 12 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
return over the entire 11yr period for the development is approximately 14.88% with cash on cash return
of approximately 9.57%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $13,722,431 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$8.2 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 4 (Large Retail Use):
The fourth scenario, large retail use, will likely include an altered development plan in which the site
plan change will result in the elimination of the 25 single-family residential lots assimilating those 6.6
acres with the back corner of the property creating approximately 13 acres of developable land for the
construction of a 120,000+sf large retail user along the lines of Costco and leaving the front 5-6 acres of
land available for development including the two originally planned financial institution pad-sites and
possibly the 24,500sf, two-story building.
A total equity investment of $9,200,000 is sunken into the current development with a current value of
approximately $5,500,000 including credit for some “soft costs”. The contributed equity, represented by
the land ($4,000,000) and “soft” costs ($1,500,000), in addition to an executed lease with a large, singleuser, retail tenant and the execution of two financial institution ground leases will enable the
procurement of a Development loan in the amount of $5,174,817 (lesser of 75% loan to value of the two
ground leases and the retail lease or the total development cost).
Assuming the site plan and proffer amendment to allow for conversion of the residential parcel to a
commercial use receives formal approval from PWC and the Board of Supervisors, the large retail tenant
would need to agree to a long-term lease (approximately 20+ years) at a rate equal to $12/sf on a “Net”
basis and approximately $20/sf of tenant improvements. The below table presents the leasing and
construction as well as disposition assumptions utilized for the analysis of the large retail scenario.
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Big Box Retail Leasing Assumptions
Big Box Retail Building Size
120,000
Lease Start Date
2/15/2015
Lease Period Start Date
35
Rental Rate
12
Lease Term
20
Development Costs
9,600,000
TI/LC Costs
2,832,000
Construction Period
9
Date of Sale
4/1/2020
Period of Sale
96
Residual Cap Rate
6.50%
Total Sales Price
19,335,594
Cost of Sale
3.0%
Net Sales Price
18,755,526

The $16,203,267 valuation of the retail lease combined with the $5,333,333 value for the two ground
leases will result in a total valuation of $21,536,600 for the three events. Seventy-five percent of this
figure is approximately $16,152,450 million. The total forecasted development costs for the subject
property is $5,174,817 which represents a Development loan LTV of approximately 24%. Given the
value of the retail lease and the value of the two ground leases, a Development in this amount should be
easily available in the marketplace. In all likelihood neither of the ground leases would be required as
collateral for the Development loan due to the significant value placed on the large retail lease.
Upon completion of the development, permanent debt will most likely be placed on the ground leases
with the proceeds being used to pay down the development loan. Permanent financing in the amount of
$4 million (representing a 75% LTV) could be placed on the two ground leases, valued at $5,333,333.
Further, construction of the building housing the retail tenant would begin immediately upon the
sourcing of a construction loan. Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $9.6 million
($80/sf) with another $20/sf allotted for tenant improvements. The total construction costs including
TI/LCs for the 120,000sf retail building is forecasted to be approximately $12,432,000 ($104/sf).
Construction financing for the retail building will be based off of the valuation of the finished and
stabilized 120,000sf building and be limited to the lesser of 75% loan-to-value or a debt service
coverage of 120%. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $16.2 million for the retail
building, a construction loan in the amount of $11,318,024 could be placed which would equal a 91%
loan to cost and approximately 70% loan to value.
Upon completion of the 120,000sf retail building, Phase I including the construction of a 24,500sf, twostory office building on the front of the site would begin. Construction financing for Phase I will be
based off of the valuation of the finished and stabilized 24,500sf building and be limited to the lesser of
70% loan-to-value or a debt service coverage of 130%. A further requirement by the lending institution
would be a 50% pre-lease obligation. In this particular case and based on the valuation of $4.98 million
for the Phase I building, a construction loan in the amount of $3,965,228 could be placed which would
equal a 88% loan to cost. Construction costs are forecasted to be approximately $3,965,228 ($162/sf)
including tenant improvements of $40/sf and leasing commissions of $6.50/sf.
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Valuation and Return Analysis:
Exhibit 13 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the initial acquisition period and subsequent “stalling” period for
the development in which approximately $9,200,000 was initially expended. The forecasted return over
the entire 16yr period for the development is approximately 4.16% with cash on cash return of
approximately 6.34%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $17,012,152 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$7.8 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.
Scenario 4 (utilizing current valuation of initial equity ($5.5 million)):
Exhibit 14 shows the combined cash flows for each of the phases of development as well as the points of
disposition during an approximately 11yr development period with an additional year for initial
development. Further, this table shows the current value of the initial equity ($5.5 million) contribution
as though it occurred at present time rather than at acquisition approximately 5yrs prior. The forecasted
return over the entire 11yr period for the development is approximately 11.54% with cash on cash return
of approximately 11.95%. The total free cash flow realized over the holding period is forecasted to be
approximately $17,012,152 which would result in 100% recoupment of sunken costs plus approximately
$11.5 million to the owner/developer over the 11yr development period.

Detailed Financing Terms
Development Loan:

Development Loan
Loan to Value
Loan Amount
I/O Loan Term (mos)
Interest Rate

75%
5,174,817
12
4.75%

The sizing of the development loan is computed by taking the lesser of the financing institution required
loan to value ratio (75%) of the value of the two ground leases and the net sales price of the contract of
sale for the residential portion or the total development costs. The total value utilized in the computation
is $10,668,333. Seventy-five percent of that value is $8,001,250 which is greater than the total
development costs of $5,174,817. Therefore, the financing institution will finance the entire cost of
development and hold a loan carrying an LTV of 48.5%. The financing will include an interest rate of
4.75% for a term of 12 months (forecasted development period) with payments required on an interest
only basis. The loan interest has been built into the development budget figure of $5,174,817.
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Ground Lease Permanent Loan:

Ground Lease Permanent Loan
Loan to Value
75.0%
4,000,000
DSCR
1.25
4,187,423
Loan Amount
4,000,000
Loan Term (mos)
60
Amortization (mos)
240
Interest Rate
6.00%

The sizing of the Ground Lease Permanent Loan is computed by taking the lesser of the financing
institution required loan to value ratio (75%) of the value of the two ground leases or the maximum loan
concluded by applying the debt service coverage ratio to the Cash Flow available for Debt Service. The
total value utilized in the computation is $5,333,333. Seventy-five percent of that value is $4,000,000
which is less than the max loan as determined by the Debt Coverage Ratio of $4,187,423. Therefore, the
financing institution will fund the $4 million. The financing will include an interest rate of 6% for a
term of 5 years and an amortization of 20 years.
Phase I Construction/Perm Loan:

Phase I Construction-Perm Loan
Development Costs
$3,965,228
Loan to Cost
100%
Loan to Value
70%
3,992,965
DSCR
1.30
5,031,761
Loan Amount
3,965,228
Loan Term (mos)
60
Amortization (mos)
240
Interest Rate
4.75%
I/O Period
9

The sizing of the Phase I Construction/Perm loan is computed by taking the lesser of the financing
institution required loan to value ratio (75%) of the value of the projected stabilized building or the
maximum loan concluded by applying the debt service coverage ratio to the Cash Flow available for
Debt Service or the total construction costs including tenant improvements/leasing commissions. The
total value utilized in the computation is $5,704,236. Seventy percent of that value is $3,992,965 which
is less than the max loan as determined by the Debt Coverage Ratio of $5,031,761 but greater than the
total cost of construction of $3,965,228. Therefore, the financing institution will finance the entire cost
of construction and hold a loan carrying an LTV of 69.5%. The financing will include an interest rate of
4.75% for a term of 5 years with payments required on an interest only basis during the construction
period (9 months). Amortization will begin upon the conversion of the construction loan to permanent
stage at the completion of construction and would be amortized over 20 years. The loan interest has
been built into the development budget figure of $3,965,228.
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Phase II Construction/Perm Loan:

Phase II Construction-Perm Loan
Development Costs
$23,579,531
Loan to Cost
100%
Loan to Value
70%
26,209,691
DSCR
1.30
29,789,018
Loan Amount
23,579,531
Loan Term (mos)
60
Amortization (mos)
240
Interest Rate
6.00%
I/O Period
15

The sizing of the Phase II Construction/Perm loan is computed by taking the lesser of the financing
institution required loan to value ratio (70%) of the value of the projected stabilized building or the
maximum loan concluded by applying the debt service coverage ratio to the Cash Flow available for
Debt Service or the total construction costs including tenant improvements/leasing commissions. The
total value utilized in the computation is $37,442,415. Seventy percent of that value is $26,209,691
which is less than the max loan as determined by the Debt Coverage Ratio of $29,789,018 but greater
than the total cost of construction of $23,579,531. Therefore, the financing institution will finance the
entire cost of construction and hold a loan carrying an LTV of 63%. The financing will include an
interest rate of 6% for a term of 5 years with payments required on an interest only basis during the
construction period (15 months). Amortization will begin upon the conversion of the construction loan
to permanent stage at the completion of construction and would be amortized over 20 years. The loan
interest has been built into the development budget figure of $23,579,531.
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Conclusion
The primary goal of the repositioning plans is to optimize the returns of the development without
Kalvest committing any or limited amounts of additional equity to the transaction. Further, as with most
“distressed” repositioning situations, the potential recoupment of “sunken” costs also must be factored
into the equation but shouldn’t outweigh the normal risk/return decision-making process on a “going
forward” basis. The danger in the repositioning of a distressed asset is to undertake significant
additional risk in an attempt to recoup the “sunken costs” and creating a potential total loss outcome in
which the developer loses the property. More simply put, “don’t throw good money after bad”.
The performance outcomes of the three alternative scenarios related to the increase in density of the
residential parcel as well as the fourth alternative that eliminates the residential portion altogether and
allows for the construction of an approximate 120,000sf building to be occupied by a large retail user are
discussed in the tables below. The first table states the forecasted performance of the various scenarios
since initial acquisition approximately 5yrs ago, in 2007, while the second table reflects the forecasted
performance of the scenarios on a “going forward” basis with the initial equity written down to reflect
current market valuation of the entire 25.2 acre land parcel in addition to the “soft cost” expenditures
that have been made to date.

Comparison of Scenario Outcomes since Initial Acquisition in 2007
Initial Equity Contribution Gross Profit(Loss)
9,200,000
7,340,147
APT Scenario w/o Phase II
SFR Scenario w/o Phase II
9,200,000
4,521,921
TH Scenario w/o Phase II
9,200,000
5,060,647
APT Scenario w/ Phase II
9,200,000
18,568,459
SFR Scenario w/ Phase II
9,200,000
16,843,985
TH Scenario w/ Phase II
9,200,000
16,288,959
Large Retail User
9,200,000
7,812,152

IRR
5.47%
3.39%
3.78%
8.83%
7.70%
7.65%
4.16%

Cash on Cash Return
6.04%
4.08%
4.48%
11.68%
10.97%
10.73%
6.34%

In reviewing the table above, the first thing that stands out is the significant increase in Gross Profit that
occurs if Phase II is developed and sold upon stabilization. This can be expected given the significant
size of the Phase (137,500sf) as compared to the other portions of the development.
The second significant thing that stands out is the nominal benefit realized by increasing the density so
that 90 16’ townhomes can be constructed in compared to the “As-Is” SFR lots scenario. For virtually
the same return and gross profit (approx. $500k difference), Kalvest would have to incur a 6-9 month
delay in development as well as the possibility that the townhouse density doesn’t receive PWC
approval and the “As-Is” scenario is all that can be developed.
The final item of note is the performance of the Large Retail User scenario. This scenario returns the
greatest gross profit (excluding development of Phase II) despite having a reduced IRR. The major
problem with this scenario is that additional equity will most likely have to be contributed to the
development in order to obtain the development and construction loans for the scenario.
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Comparison of Scenario Outcomes under Current Valuation
Initial Equity Contribution Gross Profit(Loss)
5,500,000
11,040,147
APT Scenario w/o Phase II
SFR Scenario w/o Phase II
5,500,000
8,221,921
TH Scenario w/o Phase II
5,500,000
8,760,647
APT Scenario w/ Phase II
5,500,000
22,268,459
SFR Scenario w/ Phase II
5,500,000
20,543,985
TH Scenario w/ Phase II
5,500,000
19,988,959
Large Retail User
5,500,000
11,512,152

IRR
23.27%
14.88%
16.27%
25.13%
19.49%
20.01%
11.54%

Cash on Cash Return
11.64%
9.57%
10.00%
17.58%
16.83%
16.57%
11.95%

As with the previous table, the same conclusions can be drawn about the relationship between the
different scenarios.
Due to the significant enhancement to the development’s financial performance, the recommended
course of action is to immediately begin development of the materials to be utilized in the presentations
to the local populace as well as the Board of Supervisors in addition to implementing a program used to
solicit support for the adjustment of the site plan to include an apartment use in the place of the
residential SFR lots. Since the PWC Board of Supervisors have stated that they will only support a
change if it has the blessing of the local populace, a relatively reliable prediction of the outcome of the
PWC site plan and proffer amendment approval process will be realized through the discussions with the
local populace.
Assuming the local populace provides favorable feedback and support for the increase in density than
Kalvest will move forward with the site plan and proffer amendment application process in hopes of
receiving PWC Board support and final approval from the County. If this were to occur in this manner,
we would follow Scenario I and make a determination on whether to proceed with the Phase II
development (137,500sf) at a later date when the forecasting of market performance in the neighborhood
is more reliable. This scenario obviously meets all of the goals of the developer in repositioning the
asset including the return of “sunken” costs and maximizing the overall return.
A further recommendation in the event that the feedback from the local populace is not receptive to an
increase in density to an apartment use but would be in favor of townhomes, is to forego the site plan
and proffer amendment process, thus saving the 6-9 month processing period and continue with the “AsIs” scenario. As shown in the tables above, the benefit in return and gross profit isn’t worth the time
delay and the risk of the County not approving the use.
While pursuing Scenario I (increase in density to an apartment use), marketing the SFR lots as well as
initiating discussions with potential large block retail users should be undertaken. Each of these
scenarios would be considered fallback options to Scenario I but given the unpredictability of the PWC
Board of Supervisors and more so the local populace, both should be concurrently investigated. The
large block retail scenario will largely depend on negotiations with individual prospective tenants (most
importantly Costco) and their willingness to sign a long-term lease in the neighborhood of $12/sf NNN
as well as the other potential terms to locate on the designated 13 acres at the Madison Square site.
The final factor that must be taken into consideration when reviewing these scenarios is the preference
that Kalvest not contribute any additional capital into the development. This preference means that
multiple events must take place simultaneously in order to obtain development financing and kickoff the
development. All scenarios except the increase in density will require three events (execution of two
ground leases and the sale of the residential parcel) to provide enough value to obtain development
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financing. The amendment to an apartment use would most likely require only one additional event
(execution of a ground lease) and there is the possibility that no other events will be required to proceed.
The other exception would involve the large block retail user scenario. It is likely, dependent upon the
terms of the lease executed, that a development loan could be obtained utilizing the lease as the
collateral. However, additional capital would be required in order to obtain construction financing.
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Exhibits
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ASSET REPOSITIONING
For The Development of

25.2 Acres Known as

Madison Square
Gainesville, VA

Presented by: Jason Kallivokas

Executive Summary
Land Acquisition (25.2 Acres): 2007

$9,200,000
Current Value on Initial Equity: $5,500,000
Right Down: $3,700,000
Initial Equity incl. Soft Costs:

Location Map

Location Map

Salient Investment Features
• Approved lighted intersection at main
entrance (Route 29)
• Excellent Visibility on Rt. 29 (50k
vehicles per day)
• Two “by-right” drive-thru bank pad-sites
• 25 approved single-family lots on 6.6
acres
• Very strong demographics (109,000 MFI)
• Complimentary Developments nearby
• In place zoning with reasonable proffers

Market
Office Market
•
•
•

Avg. Rent:
$24.75/sf on a range of $15/sf - $30/sf
Vacancy:
13%
Concluded rent of $24/sf

Retail Market
•
•
•
•

Avg. Rent: $20/sf on a range of $12/sf - $31/sf
Vacancy: 4%
Concluded rent of $28/sf
Pad-sites:
$200,000/annum for financial institutions

Residential Market
•
•
•

Apartments:
SFR:
Townhomes:

$25,000/unit for Raw Land
$86,000/lot for Raw Land
$35,000/unit for Raw Land

Land Market
•
•

Raw Land:
Improved Land:

$6 per square foot developable
$25 per FAR foot

Value Add Repositioning Strategy

Proposed Site Plan

Strategy
Primary Strategy
• Site Plan Amendment: 25 single family lots (6.6 acres) to 220
Apt units (6.6-7.7 acres) / Retain Pad-Site Approvals and
170,000sf of total commercial development
• Develop entire parcel of land upon contracting residential
parcel and/or financial institution ground leases
• Construct Phase I 24,500sf Multi-tenant building
• Construct remaining 137,500sf (Phase II) of allowable
commercial space or sell improved land (most likely 5+ yrs in
future)

Strategy cont….
Fallback Scenarios
Townhome Development (approx. 90 units)

– Increase in density from SFR lots but less dense than Apartments
– Eliminated due to the lack of forecasted returns in comparison to the SFR
lot projections in addition to the timing delays and formal approval risk
from County
Large Block Retail Build to Suit

– County Board of Supervisors expressed direct interest in a large block user
locating at site.
– Dependent upon negotiating lease terms including $12/sf NNN rents with a
$20 TI letter
– Market to potential users during amendment process with County
– Likely to require additional upfront capital to get development underway
(dependent upon negotiated lease terms with tenant)
“As-Is” SFR lots

– No site plan amendment required, start development upon execution of
sales contract and ground leases
– Improving market could realize increase in pricing
– Subject to aged proffers ($20k per lot)…….current proffers are in the $35k
per lot range

Development Schedule
Development Phase (Includes site plan amendment, sale of residential parcel,
execution of ground leases, and development of entire site): Amendment
Process begins on 7/2012, Site Development begins 4/2013 with settlement of
residential sale and delivery of padsites completing the phase upon completion

Phase I: Construction of 24,500sf building upon 50% prelease and closing of
financing begins in 5/2014 with delivery in 2/2015

Phase II: Construction of 137,500sf remaining commercial space upon 50%
prelease and closing of financing begins in 11/2018 with delivery in 2/2020
(Total Development Period = 7yrs 9mos)

Phase II (alternative): Marketing for Sale Improved land with approved site
plan in place allowing 137,500sf of commercial space beginning in 2016
(Total Development Period = approx. 4+ years)

Development Budget

Financial Analysis
Residential Scenario Valuations

Pad-Site Valuation

Financial Analysis
Phase I and Phase II Building Assumptions

Financial Analysis
Phase I and Phase II Operating Proforma

Financial Analysis
Phase I and Phase II Building Valuations

Phase II Alternative Land Sale Valuation

Financial Analysis
Large Block Retail Build to Suit
Assumptions and valuation

Financial Analysis
Gross Profit and Return Comparison
(All Scenarios)

Conclusions
1) Pursue the site plan amendment to increase density to allow for
an Apartment Community
2) Eliminate the Townhome concept unless a significant change
in current market pricing occurs
3) Pursue a Build to Suit tenant for the large block retail concept
as a potential fallback to a denial of the site plan amendment
4)”As-Is” SFR Lots are a fallback option if the site plan
amendment is denied and no Build to Suit tenant is available
5) Phase II development decision can occur well down the road
as to whether the improved land is sold or developed

